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A study of active integrated antennas has been undertaken.These antennas provide a

control mechanism for antenna performance which is not possible with passive radiators.

This research is directed towards active antennas which permit the current distribution

along the structure to be altered in a controlled manner.

A design methodology has been developed and verified as a useful engineering

design tool. The design methodology allows for the analysis of an arbitrarily shaped active

integrated ffavelling wave antenna. An elecrromagnetic based circuit simulator is used in

conjunction with a post-processor. The circuit simulator is the analysis tool to determine the

current distribution, while the post-processor is used to calculate the radiation

characteristics. In addition, a noise model has been developed. The model is used to

calculate the output temperature of active integrated rravelling wave antennas. These tools

have been verified experimentally, with good agreement between the calculated and

measured results.

An active integrated antenna has been designed, modelled, fabricated, and verified

experimentally. The structure is a series distribution of microstrip üansmission line and

amplifiers. This antenna has been shown to possess numerous characteristics unachievable

by traditional passive elements. However, some undesirable traits such as poor noise

temperature performance have also been identified.

The actual implementation of this type of active antenna will depend upon the

application, of course. Some applications have been investigated and are presented. The

information presented within this thesis may also be used in the analysis of EFIF circuit

designs and study of concepts for designing circuitry which will radiate effectively. This

has been recommended as a potential application of the developed technology.

ABSTRACT
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CFIAPTER X : trNTRODUCTION

n.I Purpose and .A,pplication

An active antenna is defined in this thesis as a radiating element on which the

current distribution along the structure may be altered in a controlled manner. The ability

to control the current distribuúon along its structure is the unique feature of this class of

antenna and gives it its primary advantages. With this ability, radiation characteristics

such as pattern shape, axial ratio, and gain may all be controlled. This type of control

mechanism for antenna performance is not present with passive radiators. The current

distribution cannot be varied, hence radiaæd pattern characteristics cannot be altered.

This feature and the control over performance leads to novel applications of active

antennas in communication systems, as individual radiators or as a plurality of elements

forming a phased array. Provided device and fabrication technology is available, active

antennas can be implemented at all fiequencies. At EHF, a single layer monolithic

microwave integrated circuit (MMiC) active antenna or phased array could be fabricated

in a single batch process. (A monolithic microwave integrated circuit is a circuit which

has all passive and active elements and interconnections implanted into the body, or onto

the surface of a semi-insulating substrate). This type of structure integrates circuitry with

radiators to produce a functional circuit with desired radiation characteristics.

Active antennas are advantageous for systems which incur large feed losses. With

amplifiers integrated with the antenna, the losses due to the feed network become

secondary. In addition, matching networks may be eliminated by integrating the devices

with the antenna taking into account the input impedance of the devices, i.e. matching to

50 ohms is not a necessity.



The purpose of this thesis is to undertake the development of active integrated

antennas and the concomitant design methodology . The integrated antennas are intended

to be compatible with monolithic microwave integrated circuits. Applications in the I - 4

GHz range will be demonstrated with MHMIC technology, while higher frequency (EfÐ

applications are anticipated. (A miniature hybrid microwave integrated circuit (MHMIC)

is a circuit which has only its passive elements implanted onto the surface of a substrate,

with the active devices connected to the ci¡cuit separately by wire bonds). This work has

focused on travelling wave antenna structures. Issues such as gain control, pattern

shaping, noise figure, and fabrication are addressed. A design methodology dealing with

these, along with a noise model, have been developed.

It should be made clear that there can be two levels of active antennas. One is at a

radiating element level where active devices are incorporated. The other is at an array

level where active devices are incorporated outside a radiating element in a feed network.

Active devices at the array level results in what is referred to as an "active phased array

antenna". All the radiating elements can be either passive or active. The literature thus far

treats only active phased arrays using passive radiating elements. This thesis deals mainly

with an active antenna at the element level. Its possible application in an active phased

array has also been addressed.



tr.Z Scope

Background information pertaining to active antennas is presented in Chapter 2.

Also included in this chapter are the basic theory and problems associated with phased

¿uTays.

Chapter 3 presents a technique developed to design, simulate, and analyse an

active integrated antenna. A design methodology is presented first, followed by the

derivation of a noise model.

The verification and the design of an active antenna is presented in Chapter 4,

followed by both computer simulation results and experimental measurements. The

chapter concludes with experimental results on noise figure which are used to validate the

developed noise model.

Chapter 5 presents some applications in which active integrated antennas may be

used.

The final chapter of this thesis presents some conclusions concerning active

integrated antennas and recommendations for future work.

J
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2.X. ^Active Antennas

Active antennas have been reviewed in the literature [ll-1381. All papers and

antennas presented in this chapter have been classihed in the literature as active antennas.

It should be noted that these structures do not all fall into the definition presented in

Chapter 1. The definition previously introduced is repeated here, as a radiating element

on which the current distribution along the structure may be altered in a controlled

manner.. This def,rnition is that which is most appropriate for the research carried out and

it should not be confused with the defînitions presented by other authors.

Perhaps the first active antenna work was performed in the early to mid 1960's by

Copeland et al. and Fujimoto tll-t41. This work consisted of integrating a rransistor

amplifier with a dipole antenna as shown in Figure 2.1 l2l. The resultant structure was

referred to as an "antennafier". This resultant structure offered advantages including

amplitude distribution control, low noise, high gain and size.

4
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The literature revealed little publication in the active antenna field during the

1970's. However, renewed interest in the field was evident after the paper published by

Thomas et al. [5] where a GUNN diode was integrated with a microstrip patch (Figure

2.2a), [5]). This renewed interest t5l - t38l may be attributed to developments in device

and microstrip antenna technologies. The microstrip antenna medium is ideal for

integrating active devices to produce a planar structure. The active patch in Fig. 2.2 is a

transmitting configuration where the source has been integrated directly with the patch.

The standard 50 ohm matching network is eliminated by connecting the diode to the

patch where the patch input impedance matches that of the diode (-10 ohm). Similar

active antenna structures using circular and rectangular microstrip patch antennas with

GUNN or GaAs IMPATI diodes have been reported in [6] - [9]. To summarize their

operation, when a d.c. bias is applied the diode converts the d.c. power to R.F. power and

the patch then radiates the power into free space. These devices are best suiæd for higher

power applications; however, heat sinks are required because of the low d.c. to R.F.

conversion efficiency. As indicated in Figure 2.2 b) [8], d.c. bias can be applied to the

centre of a non-radiating side of the patch at an R.F. null.

5

a)

Figure 2.2 : Active patch with integrated diodes [51.
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Field-effect-transistors (FETs) have also been integrated with microstrip patch

antennas [10], [11]. FETs are higher efficiency devices than diodes and have lower noise

figures. They are used for applications requiring lower power. In [10], Chang et al. use a

microstrip patch antenna in the feedback loop of an oscillator circuit (Figure 2.3 t10l). In

effect, the patch is the resonator which dictates the frequency of oscillation. The input and

output of the FET a¡e matched to a 50 ohm system and the FET is connected to the patch

where the antenna input impedance is 50 ohms.

A FET also has been integrated with a microstrip patch in a different manner as

reported in [11] (Figure 2.4 [11]). In this configuration , the FET is located on rop of a

split microstrip patch antenna. Again, this unit operates as an oscillator. The patch is

divided into two pa-rts to provide d.c. isolation between the drain and gate. Capacitance

feedback is provided by the slot and d.c. bias is supplied through quarrer-wave

transmission iines. It should be noted that the low frequency oscillator used high

frequency'FETs operating in their instability region ro ensure oscillation.

6

Fisure 23 : FET-active oatch anrenna l-101.
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A variation of the FET-active split patch microstrip antenna is a dual FET

configuration reporred in [12] ( Figure 2.5,U21). Again, the gap berween the gate and

drain provides d.c. isolation and a feedback loop. The two devices operate in a push-pull

manner producing twice the output power of a single FET patch antenna. A lower cross-

polarization level was also reported.

Figure 2.4 : Alternate configuration of FET-active patch antenna r11r.
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More recent planar compact active antennas are reported in [13]-[15]. The active

antenna reported in [13] and [14] is of interest as a notch antenna is used instead of a

patch ( Figure 2.6, llSl ). The FET is operated in oscillation and as with the split patch

Fieure 2.5 I Dual FET active oatch antenna [12]-



structure, a narrow slot is used

provide a feedback loop.

to provide d.c. isolation between the gate and drain and to

35mm

The type of microstrip antenna used in active antennas is not restricted to single

resonant patches as has been predominantly reported. Leaky-wave antennas have been

used in FET-oscillarors as reported in t16l (Figure 2.7, U6l).

1656¡l

Figure 2.6: FET active notch antenna [131.

8

49mm

Microsrrip patch array o,J,l,ì"rLi,ì'ril,

Leaky-wave and slot antennas have also been used in quasi-opticai devices tlTl -

[20]. Quasi-optical devices are referred to as components formed by combining circuit

elements with antennas where the interconnections are made by waves propagating in

free space. An example is the transceiver module shown in Figure 2.g tigl.



Figure 2.8 shows two rampart line arrays being used in the transceiver, one as the

receive antenna and the other as the transmit antenna. In the transmit mode, the dual

rampart lines act as resonant structures to produce the oscillator circuit. The generated

oscillator frequency is then radiated by the travelling wave antenna. In the receive mode,

the FETs function as self-oscillating mixers for down conversion to I.F., i.e. the receive

signal is mixed with L.O., I.F. is transmitted through the transmit antenna and extracted

by the transformer for I.F. out. These units have been demonstrated for Doppler motion

detection [18].

Recent publications [21] - l23l include active multilayer patch antennas (Figure

2.9). This type of structure is well suited for multilayer phased array antenna

architectures. This configuration uses a ground plane separating two dielectric layers. The

microstrip antenna is located on the top layer of low relative permittivity dielectric and

the active circuitry is on the bottom layer of high relative permittivity dielectric.

Figure 2.8 : Transceivercircuit [181.
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An alternative to the previously reported oscillator structures has been reported in

[23]. This structure differs in that a multilayer architecture is used (Figure 2.10, [23]). As

depicted in figure 2.10, ports I and 2 represent the amplifier load and source respectively.

The amplifier circuit located on the bottom layer of the structure is combined with a

microstrip patch antenna located on an upper substrate. Slot coupling between the circuit

and patch is used. The resulting structure is a radiating feedback loop oscillator. This

structure was demonstrated at an operating frequency of 2.4 GHz, with expected

application at X-band.

-lt

Figure 2.9 : Active multilayer patch antenna l-211.
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Figure 2.10: Two-port active coupled microstrip antenna [231.



In terms of EFIF applications, perhaps the flrst integrated active antenna fabricated

as a monolithic microwave integrated circuit was developed by Roy et al. [24]. This

conf,rguration uses a FET and slot antenna where the ouçut of the amplifier is directly

matched to the input impedance of the slot radiator (Figure 2.11). This active antenna was

fabricated on a GaAs wafer and demonstrated operation at its design frequency of

30 GHz.

Other active antenna conf,rgurations utilizing a slot radiator are presented in [25]

and [26]. The structure reported in [25] differs from the previous slot configurarion in that

MESFETs a¡e used to tune the slot length, not to amplify the signal. The MESFETs are

located on the layer below the slot and are used to reactively load the ends of the slot

(Figure 2.L2, t25l). This configuration allows the slot length to be varied

electromagnetically. The structure presented in [25] yielded a 70Vo tuning range.

1,1

Fie 2.11 : MMIC active slot antenna [241.

ACTIVE SLOT ANTENNA



An oscillator ci¡cuit utilizing a slot radiator is reported in [26] (Figure 2.13,[26]).

Two MESFETs, operating in oscillation, are connected in parallel to a slot radiator. This

sructure was designed for X-band and can be compared to a similar structure where only

one oscillator is connected to the slot. An increase of radiated power from the slot was

reported to be 1.5 dB when comparing the two configurations. In addition, the double-

oscillator configuration had a larger tuning range, with a maximum of 48 MHz.

(a) Antenna ponion

Fieure 2.72 : Reactivelv tuned active slot antenn a 1251.

Extc¡nal Sourcc

12

(b) Circuit ponion

Tra¡sformer

Slot

T
E= @ FET
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Figure 2.13 : Dual oscillator FET active antenna.
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Spatial porwer combining structures using a FET-oscillator and an array of patches

with GUNN diodes have been reported in Í271 and [28] respecrively. More recent

publications on alray architectures utilizing active elemenrs are reporred in t29l-t321. An

acfive patch configuration using a FET and va¡actor diode is presented in Figure 2.14,

[29]. This element was used in an array configuration . The FET within the patch is used

to produce a radiating patch oscillator. The integrated varactor diodes are used to provide

variable radiated phase. The variation in phase is achieved with d.c. bias control. Beam

scanning in excess of 40o, along with cross-polarization levels of less than -25 dB were

reported.

12

Limited beam steering with an active element array was reported in [31]. The

element and array configuration is presented in Figure 2.15,[31]. A GUNN diode is

integrated with a circular patch antenna and placed in an aray.



Again, each element is a radiating patch oscillator. Beam steering is achieved by setting

up an injection-locking phase shift between each active element. This approach to beam

steering is unique in that other active element array structures have all oscillating patches

injection-locked to a common signal. A limited beam steer of 150 is reported.

A travelling wave array having diodes integrated along the feed structure is

presented in [32] ( Figure 2.16, l32l). The concept of operation of this structure is similar

to the active antennas developed in this thesis. As depicted in figure 2.16,varactordiodes

are integrated with the travelling wave feed line. The diodes act as phase shifters in this

configuration. Beam scanning of 20o as well as noise figure degradation are reported.
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Figure 2.16 : Travelling wave configuration with integrated varactor diodes 1321.
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2.1.L ^A,nalysis of Active Antennas

With respect to the analysis and design of active integrated antennas, there is not a

definitive design metho<Íology or analysis technique. This is due to the complexity of the

structures. For the most pafi, the structures presented were designed empirically. Fusco,

[39], [40], has applied numerical optimization to optimize the terminal voltages of a

MESFET in a FET oscillator (Figure 2.3). The purpose was to maximize power and the

microstrip patch antenna was matched to the FET based on this optimization. Itoh, et al.

[17], [18], use a microwave circuit simulator, Touch Stone I52l ( an EEsof product ) to

analyse circuit characteristics of their developed transceivers (Figure 2.8). However,

experimental results were required to verify the radiation characteristics. This is

necessary as Touch Stone does not model radiative losses accurately. Shen et al.,121f,

also use Touch Stone to verify the circuit response of an active multilayer patch antenna

(Fig. 2.9). A finite difference time domain method was applied separately to the slot

coupled antenna to determine the input impedance.

Perhaps the most rigourous analysis of an active multilayer antenna was

performed by Gillard et al. [41]. Their technique is based on the integral equation and

solution by moment method. The active device is replaced by an equivalent model and

then the entire structure is analysed. The reported theoretical and experimental results

were in good agreement. This technique can be applied to other active antenna structures

and shows promise as a design tool.

Hall [42] uses a magnetic current source model to represent a FET oscillator

(Figure 2.3).ln this approach the transistor itself is also replaced by a current source. The

measured and calculated results reported are in good agreement. Most recently, Hail has

incorporated the use of a circuit simulator to model active antennas more accurately [43].

The microwave design software package Touch Stone is used to model the circuit

1,6



perforrnance. The calculated voltages are extracted and used as a source distribution in

the previously developed magnetic current model. This analysis approach is similar in

concept to the approach developed in this thesis. However, it should be noted that work in

[43] was published after the method developed within this thesis was completed. One

major difference between [43] and the design methodology developed in this thesis is that

a full wave electromagnetic circuit simulator is used in the latter [44]. Thus more accurate

results are anticipated. This is discussed in det¿il in Chapter 3.

2.2 Fhased Array Antennas

An antenna containing more than one radiating element may be classified as an

array. The performance of the array depends on the element configuration and excitation

amplitude and phase. An antenna whose main beam of radiated power is sæered by

element excitation phase changes is called a phased aÍay antenna. With an electronically

steered main beam, the antenna can be secured in a fixed position and can scan at rates

unattainable by mechanically scanned antennas. One of the growing interests with active

integrated antennas are their application to phased array antennas. Due to the nature of

these elements, a planar architecture would most likely be utilized in an array containing

hundreds or thousands of elements. A literature review of phased affay antennas yields

numerous publications on this topic and a brief review is presented here based upon [45]-

1471.

The main beam of an array may be characterized by the product of the element

factor and the array factor. A linear phased array antenna will typically be constructed of

N identical radiating elements having certain characteristics. The element excitation and

orientation dictate the type of radiation pattern obtained. This is known as the element

factor and represented by F'(O,Q). In an array, each element is fed by currents having

1'.z



amplitude and phase. The sum of contributions from all these element crurents is known

as the array factor and is a function of element location and their complex excitation. A

planar array with arbitrary element locations is given in Figure 2.17.
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If mutual coupling between radiating elements is neglected, the total radiated field may

be given as

n(e,o) = AE f'"(e,Q) I" e;lkE,'J
T ¡r\ "/ " F-tl

where f"(g,O) is the element pamern
In is the complex excitation
A is a constant

k is the wave number,k =2ællv
where the wave length, À" = c/f

c is the velocity of light in fiee space
f is frequency
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P (x,y,z)

Figure 2.17 : Plana¡ Array
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lr- L ¡ = [ (x-x¡)' * (y-yr)' + zz 1tr2

Let the distance from the origin of the array to the observation point be represented by

R" and under the fa¡ field condition, F - fn I can be approximated with

(2.1)



where P =uî+v!+cosg2

and u and v are the directional cosines; u = sinO cos$

v = sinO sin0

Thus, equation (2.1) may be written as

_^
P(e,O) = A: ¡'"(e,O) r" "4(1:-'lÐn (R" - i". p)

e(O,O) = o#X R(e,O) I" er kr" ô 
e.z)

whereÇ-P may be neglected in the denominator since its magnitude is << Ro

A main beam can be formed and steered to any location in space specified by the

angle (0o,0o). This may be accomplished by selecting appropriate excitation currents.

Two methods of steering may be used, time delay steering or phase steering. However,

time delay devices are costly and hence phase steering becomes a desirable method.

Phase steering is accomplished by utilizing phase shifters at each element designed to

operate at a specific frequency, fo. Thus the excitation cuffent becomes

In = llnl e -j t"t"' ô"

where ko= 2ß/?to, Ào = c/fo

Substituting into equation (2.2) yields

gfg.ol = Ae-jkRoI. F'"rg.ol lI"l e-j k"," ô" ejk'" ô\ .rz 
Ro n

p(e,O) = o "{&: p'"(e,O) 
| r" I e j ;" (t6'- r"ô")

(2.s)

Equation (2.5) shows that at a specified point (0o,0o), there is a frequency

dependence. The operational bandwidth of a phase steered array is limited by the

lr-çl=Ro--r"'ô
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bandwidth of the phase shifters. Other problems associated with phased arrays are graring

lobes, scan blindness, and feed losses in some architectures.

Grating lobes are radiation patterns equivalent to the main beam but at other

angular positions. This is generally undesirable and may be avoided by keeping the

element spacing fairly small. Mailloux [45] has examined this problem thoroughly and

has shown that element spacing less than one-half wavelength will generally suppress

grating lobes. In addition, an element fype which has a null in its radiation pattern

corresponding to a grating lobe location could be selected.

Scan blindness is a condition when the antenna array does not radiate any power

at a certain scan angle. This phenomenon is related to the impedance of each element of

the array as the beam is scanned. The impedance of each element is a function of its self

impedance and the mutual impedances of all other elements. V/hen looking at the total

impedance of an element, the impedance contribution from other elements in the array is

a function of the scan angle. It has been determined that at certain scan angles the total

impedances become quite large. This increase in total impedance creates a large reflection

coefficient at that element, thus preventing energy from radiating. In addition , Pozar

[47], determined that scan blindness is also related to the resonance of a trapped surface

\¡/ave mode. He also studied the effects of substrate thickness, relative permittivity and

element spacing with respect to the scan blindness angle. The normal operating

condition is to contain the beam in the broadside direction. Pozar found that the scan

blindness angle approaches broadside as substrate thickness, relative permittivity and.

element spacing decrease. These parameters should be taken into consideration when

applying MMIC technology to phased array anrennas.

20



The losses associated with a feed network are an important aspect of an array

when considering receive applications. Although low loss feed networks such as wave

guide can be used, it is preferable to use a microstrip medium, from a manufacturing and

design point of view. A microstrip feed network would produce a structure which is

compact and low cost in comparison to wave guide. Disadvantages of this type of feed

nstwork are the losses associated with it (dielectric, copper, and radiative losses). It has

been shown in [48] that these losses limit the achievable gain in large arrays (containing

hundreds or thousands of elements). This relationship is presented in Figure 2.18. As can

be seen, the gain that one would expect from the associated aperture size is not obtainable

because of the feed losses. This graph shows that a limit is reached where increasing

aperture size to increase gain becomes futile.

21
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One approach to minimize these feed network losses is to place low noise

amplifiers (LNAS) right at the radiating elements. This configuration is classified as an

active phased array antenna.

Figure 2.18 :Aperture gain and achievable gain versus arra)¡ size.



2.2.1 Active Phased Arrays

An active phased array antenna is defined here as an array where both the

supplied cuffent amplitude and phase of each element can be varied. This type of array

has several advantages over other array architectures. One advantage is that the losses in

the feed network become second order. In the receive case, all losses ahead of the LNA

add directly to the noise figure of the antenna. Thus if the path loss between the radiating

element and LNA can be minimized, then the overall G/T of the antenna will improve

Vg} Gn is the gain to temperature ratio which is used as a figure of merit in assessing

the performance of antennas. This issue of noise figure and G/T is discussed in detail in

Chapær 5.

Another advantage of active phased arrays is that a tailored aperture distribution

can be readily generated when amplitude control is available at each element. A tailored

aperture distribution allows one to minimize sidelobe levels [50].

Over all, an active phased array antenna has improved performance which results

in the reduction of the number of elements required within an array. For the transmitting

case, the amplifÏers at each element are sufficient to replace a high power source with one

of lower power. This would reduce both cost and size and at the same time increase

reliability. The primary disadvantages of active phased array antennas are the

complexities in fabrication, and heat dissipation of the circuitry.

Two general array architectures which have been reported are the brick and tile

configurations. The brick configuration contains modules perpendicular to the aperture

plane while the tile configuration has the circuitry and radiating elements parallel to the

aperture plane. This thesis addresses confomal structures, hence the brick architecture is

not considered further.
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Three basic planar anay architectures are shown in Figure 2.19 which illustrate

single layer and double layer structures, each characterized by different feeding schemes

t471.
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(b) Double layer:Proximity Coupling

Figure 2.19 : Tile architectures
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Radiating
Element

The single layer structure shown in Figure 2.T9 (a) would be ideal for MMIC

technology since it is the only truly monolithic structure. That is, all the circuitry, feed

lines and radiating elements could be fablicated in a one batch process. V/ith hundreds to

thousands of identical units required, this becomes very desirable and feasible. However,

there are many problems associated with a single layer structure because all components

of the array are placed on a GaAs substrate. One problem is that spurious radiation from

the feed network will degrade the sidelobe and cross polarization levels as well as the

main beam. Another problem is that a GaAs substrate is used for the circuitry and this is

not very suitable for radiating elements. The GaAs substrate is very thin, varying from

h = .254 mm to h = 7.27 mm, and has a relative permittivity (er) close to thirteen. These

properties are not desirable for radiating elements. In general, radiating elements

demonstrate improved performance on thicker dielectric substrates having low relative

permittivities. This is the rationale behind the multi-layered structures shown in figure

2.19. The structure in figure 2-I9 (b) has a high relative permittivity substrate layer, t¡1,

for the circuitry and a low relative permittivity dielectric layer, E¡2, for the radiating

elements. Excitation of the radiating elements is accomplished with proximity coupling.

However, this structure is susceptible to undesirable circuit element coupling to the

Top View

\,
x

Side View
(c) Double layer : Aperture coupling

Figure 2.19 ( cont. )

Ground Plane
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radiating elements. The structure in Figure 2.19 (c) eliminates this problem by feeding

with aperture coupling . The multiple dielectric layers are for circuitry and antenna as

before. However, a ground plane is situated in between the two layers, hence eliminating

unwanted coupling, i.e. spurious radiation. In the multilayer configuration, the antenna

could be built in a subarray module approach to further reduce the cost and complexity.

This involves dividing the array into smaller subarrays which could then be constructed

as plug-in units to form the total array. Each element could be passive with each subarray

module excited with amplitude and phase control. This concept of plug-in units has

advantages in trouble shooting and repairing an array. Each module could be tested for

proper operation and a malfunctioning module could be replaced with an operating

module. This is advantageous because MMICs cannot be altered or repaired after they are

fabricated.

Active integrated antennas a¡e ideal for active phased array applications because

the active elements are compact and incorporate the required active circuitry.
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CFÏAFT'ER 3 : MODEI-LING ^ACTM ANTENNAS

3.f nntroduction

A notable characæristic of the previously presenæd active antennas is that the active

device and radiating element remain separate entities. That is, typically a resonant antenna

has been incorporated into a circuit, or a device has been imbedded in, or close to, the

antenna element. The results are active antennas, but they do not fall into the definition

outlined in Chapter 1. Although active devices have been used in these antennas in va¡ious

forms, the current distribution along the radiating structure cannot be altered, i.e., the

pattern emanating from the antenna cannot be freely altered. It is the purpose of this thesis

to develop active integrated antennas where the current distribution along the radiating

structure can be controlled. Focus of the work has been on travelling wave structures. This

type of structure allows intuitive understanding of the energy propagation along the

structure and how active devices may be used to alter this distribution. A design

methodology is developed to assist in the analysis and design of travelling wave active

integrated antennas of arbitrary geometry having arbitrarily located active devices.

To facilitate the design of these active integraæd antennas it is imperative that design

tools are available. A structure where devices are integrated within the antenna requires a

computer aided design (CAD) tool where both ci¡cuit paramerers and electromagnetic

properties are accounted for in its analysis.

A surrrey of commercially available software, [51]-[56], indicates that there is an

absence of software suitable for the analysis of active integrated microstrip antennas. On

the antenna side, the available softwa¡e either lacks the ability to model the substrate, such

as Numerical Electromagnetic Code ( NEC ) [51] or lacks the ability to incorporare active

devices. From the point of view of microwave circuit analysis, radiative losses are typically
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not handled in a rigorous manner. The circuit components and microstrip discontinuities a¡e

represented by characterized design curves or RLC circuits. This is the case for packages

such as Touch Stone and Libra t52l ( where Touch Stone is the linear modelling package of

Libra, EEsof Inc. ) and Super Compact and Harmonica [53] (where Super Compact is the

linear modelling package of Harmonica, Compact Software Inc.). Some commercially

available microwave circuit analysis packages which are based upon elecnomagnetic fîeld

theory are EMsim* [54], Sonnet's package [55], and High Frequency Structure Simulator

GFS) [56]. Because of the rigorous analysis approach taken, parameters such as coupling

and radiation due to the geometry of the layout are accounted for in ttre analysis.

It is proposed here that the circuit simulator EMsimTM be used to analyse active

integrated antennas. However, applying this package to the analysis of printed antennas

requires additional post processing to calculate radiation cha¡acteristics such as the pattems

and gain.

3.2 General Theory of the Circuit Simulator

The circuit simulator selected for this work is EMsimTM, distributed by EEsof Inc.

EMsimTM is a microwave circuit analysis package based on electromagnetic field theory.

The work horse of this package is WATMIC, a computer code developed by Chow et al. at

the University of V/aterloo. EEsof has provided the user interface to facilitate the input of

circuit geometry and assæiated parameærs.

In the initial version of V/ATMIC (ver 3.0) arbitrarily shaped microstrip line

structures are analysed with an approximaæ dynamic image model of charges and currents

[57],[58]. The problem bing studied is one which contains a fîniæ microstrip line structure

situated above an infinite dielectric substrate and ground plane. The underlying theory has

been presented in [58] and is summarizndhere. Consider one current element, Idl, situated

on a dielectric substrate with ground plane. Image theory dictates that this system may be
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equivalently represented by a system of curent and charges, and their images. There are

two field regions corresponding to this problem; the field within the dielectric (Region II)

and the field above the dielectric (Region I) (Fig.3.1). In the quasi-dynamic

approximation, two field components a¡e assumed to appear, the induction and static fields

referred to as Faraday and Coulomb fields respectively. It should be noted that the electric

field of a current element contains an additional field; the radiated freld. This field has been

neglected because circuits are typically close to the ground plane (h<V20) and electrically

small. Under these conditions, the electric field is dominaæd by the other field components.

Thus the calculated cunent becomes inaccurate fo¡ thick substrates and electrically large

structures where the reaction be¡¡¡een two segments is electrically far apart.

Region I

Idt-+
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The Faraday field of the electric field is due to the changing magnetic field. The

dielectric interfaces do not affect this field because the quasi-static magnetic field is not
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Figure 3.1 : Equivalent system representation.
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affected by non-magnetic materials. The presence of the current element indicates the

existence of a positive and negative charge through the continuity equation [58]

jaqð=Io=-j(r4¿,

The dielectric interface will affect the fields produced by these charges. It has been

determined in [59] that the "dielectric interface" effect may be represented by a series of

image charges. These charges are imaged about the dielectric inærfaces to generate the total

field which is the sum of the fields produced by the charges and their images. Each charge

is related to the true charge by a ratio, K, developed in [59] (Fig. 3.1c)). The microstrip

line is on the dielectric interface hence the charges may be imaged in a free-space medium

or dielectric medium, depending on the region of interest. The region of interest in this

application is that of the substrate because feeds and loads are located within the substrate.

Thus the charges are imaged in a dielectric medium to generare tho field within the

substrate. This is the only region for which the field is valid (Region II). It should be

noted that the charge imaging depicted in Fig. 3.1 c) is incomplete. The image currenr and

associated image charges have not been shown. The total field is a combination of the

contributions of the complete system representation. The net electric field due to a current

element has been determined to be [58]
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where Ao is the vector potential

A.(r) = *g I. dl
4TCr

k is the propagation constant in the dielectric substrate

0i. is the scala¡ potential

Si.(r) =ffi ot, , i4,1,2,...

T- lr
r = -¡re* ol : (0,. * or) ILt--o J

(3.1)



The first component in equation (3.1) is the Faraday component while the second is the

Couiomb component. The superscript, *, indicates the contribution of the image source.

The total f,reld due to many current elements will be the summation of each generated field-

In the new version of WATMIC ( ver 3.5 ) complex image theory and surface

waves are incorporated to the analysis. This results in a rapid convergence to the solution

where the accuracy of the solution has been extended to the intermediate field. Thus higher

frequency and thicker subslrates may be modelled. The improved approximation to the

Green's function is reported in [60]-[62] and summarized here. The improved Green's

function has contributions from three parts; 1. a few quasi-dynamic images ( near field )

2. surface waves and 3. complex images which are related to leaky waves. The

incorporation of surface waves and the use of complex images are the improvements to this

version. The application of complex image theory is reported in [63]-[66] and summ arizad

here. As a general statement, complex image theory is based upon generating an

approximation to the Fresnel reflection coefficient which appears in the Sommerfeld

integral [63]. The purpose of generating this approximation is to avoid the numerical

integration of the Sommerfeld integral. Thus, using an approximation along with the

Sommerfeld identity [60], a closed form solution can be determined. The approximation is

in the form of an exponential function. For example, R(uo) is defined as the plane wave

reflection coeffrcient for TE waves as [63]
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R (uo) =#;*

where uo=( X2o^¿¡I
^lur=(L"+fi¡1

where ^ß= - (r)2poeo

fr= jr,lr,(o1 +jcrx1)
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Equation (3.2) can be expanded into a series representation. Initially, the series expansion

was approximated with [63]

î, is the va¡iable of integration of the Sommerfeld integral

where u = uo

e-úE

When expanded, the approximation used in equation (3.3) coincides with the series

expansion of equation (3.2) up to the u2 t"... This representation can be classified as a

single image located at a complex depth. Various improvements to the approximation given

in equation (3.3) has been reported in [64] - t661. Multiple images have been utilized and

the result is a more accurate representation of equation (3.2). That is, the approximation for

equation (3.2) given in [65] is

R(u) = - s-2u

Equation (3.4) represents several complex images with complex locations dn¡.
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With EMsi-TM, Chow et al. utilize multiple

Prony's method and nonlinear optimisation to yield a

[61]. The complex images are represented by the form

N

), a¡ e-u*
i=l

R(uo) =

(3.3)

_1 T
¡1 tu

j=1

The system is replaced by the real source and a few complex images (Fig. 3.2).

g-lbd"i

complex images combined with

rapidly convergent solution [60],

(3.+¡

(3.s)
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The unknown coefficients in (3.5) are related to the path of integration. In the

complex plane, the path is a straight line. This path corresponds to the deformed path of

integration on the complex l, plane where À is the variable of integration with respect to the

Sommerfeld integral. This is where Prony's method is used. For a given complex function,

f(x), Prony's method [67] gives an approximation of [61]

Figure 3.2 : Complex imaging for an electric segment.

-+'

+
/â\
f<-|
\*i

N

f(x)=I Aies'* ,xe lX1, X2]
i=l

where Ai, Si are complex coefficients

complex images;
complex amplitude
and location

The interval where the function is defined (Xr ,X2 ) corresponds to the straight path of

integration in the complex plane. As shown in [61], as the interval increases, the path of

integration becomes more accurately defined. In addition to Prony's method, Chow uses

nonlinear optimisation [61] to minimize errors in a¡ and b¡ of equation (3.5). It has been

reported in [60],[61],[68],[69] that only three to four complex images are required to

generate results within lVo â,ÇÇurãcy. This accuracy is achieved within a range of one

wavelength. Thus for electrically large structures, >I in this case, one would expect less

accurate results. This is anticipated, as the coupling from one segment of the structures to

another which is located more than a wavelength away will not be calculated accurately.

3Z
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As previously mentioned, surface \rr'aves have also been incorporated into this

version of EMsimTM. The poles of the expressions accouniing ior the effects of the

microstrip substrate have been extracted and evaluated separaæly. These poles represent the

surface waves. The method of residues is used to generate a Green's function representing

the surface \ryave contribution. This technique is reported in [60] and [70].

Thus the combination of a few quasi-dynamic images, a few complex images, and

the inclusion of surface waves, yield a solution which closely follows the exact solution.

The final closed fbrm spatial Green's function used has been reproduced in Appendix I

t60]. In both versions of the code, the derived closed form approximation to the microstrip

Green's function is used with the moment method outlined by Harrington [71] to solve the

mixed potential integral equation.

A brief summary of the user interface is now presented. EESof Inc. has provided

the user interface to the WATMIC program. V/ith this interface, drawing files which

represent the circuit to be analysed are created. These drawings should be identical to the

physical circuit. All associated circuit parameters are specified when the circuit drawing is

generated. The structure is then segmented to accommodate the analysis technique of

method of moments. Numerous measurement ports can be specified, along with the

location of active devices. The active devices are represented by scattering parameter files.

These files a¡e typically generated from the characterisation of the devices. The impedance

matrices of the devices are determined, which are eventually combined with the overall

impedance matrix of the system. The interface itself was found to be somewhat limited and

awkward. The limitations were primarily with the generation of the circuit drawing, eg.

curved lines couid not be generated. The interface was awkward in that once the circuit

drawing was complete, the drawing has to be re-traced to specify the circuit area requiring

segmentation.
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However the electromagnetic field based circuit simulator EMsimru can be used

successfully to calculate accurately the current distribution along the structure. With the

current distribution known, the radiation characteristics of the structure can be determined

as outlined in the following section.
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3.3 General Theory of Far-Field Calculation

For this particular situation, the current distribution on an arbitrarily shaped

microstrip line is a known quantity. The radiation pattern, in terms of co- and cross-

polarization components, thus can be calculated. Initially, a free-space Green's function

was used; however, it was found necessary to obtain a more accurate calculation of the far-

field pattern. Thus a microstrip Green's function was used.

3.3.1 Fnee Space Green's Function

In general, the field due to an electric source distribution

1721,

Pe = -jrrlrA **l-V(V Ã)

where A is the vector poæntial

, {_
A{')= #.f" ,,t',qi,i') dr'
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As a first approximation to calculating the far field pattem, the sources considered

are the true cument source and its image source located a distance z below the ground plane.

Thus the free space Green's function may be used and (3.7) is reduced to (3.8), as the frst

ærm is dominant in the fa¡ field.

may be determined from

where

^o=*l

ee = _¡rr4re

.-jkRJ(i'):- ¿.'

(3.7)

(3.8 )



h.r .

The two field components, Eg and EO, -uy be determined from the vector potential

E, = -jko(oAq

where Ae = An cos e cos 0 o Ay cos 0 sin Q

AO=-A*sinQ + Arcos0

Eg = -jko(oAg

where a*(e,Q)=f IrtinQl[-2sinA sinB +j 2cosAsinB]

ao(e,O) = f I,cos Od-z sin A sin B +j 2 cos A sin B]

where A = ko(x, cos S + y¡ sin Q)sin e

B=k z.cos0ol
Qi describes the direction of the curent

ko is the free space wave number

fu is the free space impedance

i=l

n
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Thus equation (3.9) may be used to calculate the far field of an arbitrarily shaped microstrip

antenna knowing the current distribution.

The procedure for analysing travelling wave antennas by using EMSim and

calculating the resultant far field radiation patterns, based upon the free space Green's

function, has been applied to several travelling wave antennas. The calculated ¡adiation

properties agreed with those expected, provided the relative permittivity of the antenna

substrate was low. As the relative permittivity of the substrate increased (eg. Alumina,

(3.e)



tr=9.8), the accuracy of the calculated far fields degraded. Thus a Green's function

accounting for the dielectric subsrate in the far field calculation was deemed necessary.

3"3"2 MicnostrÍp Gneen's Function

The utilization of a microstrip Green's function in the calculation of far fields has

been presented in [73] and flalby Ragheb and Shafai. A summary of the field calculation

is presented here. The expressions for the electric field components have been determined

in [73] and is repeated in Appendix II. As can be seen in equations (aII-4) - (aII-6) of

Appendix II, the Sommerfeld integrals contain Bessel functions. However, in the far field

(kr >> l), the Bessel functions may be replaced by Hankel functions of the second kind to

represent outward travelling waves. Again, for kr >> 1, the Hankel function can be

represented by an asymptotic expansion. An asymptotic expansion is used as the argument

of the function to be expanded approaches infinity. As an approximation to this series, the

first term of this expansion is used [75]. Thus the Hankel function is represented by

Hf) (qp) 
= 

j"

evaluate. The integral can be divided into two parts, where one part represents the spatial

\ryaves and the other part represents the surface waves. In this calculation of the radiated

fields the surface waves have been neglected- Thus the remaining inægral may be evaluated

using the method of steepest descent where the major contribution to the integration comes

from the neighbourhood of the saddle point of the integrand. This facilitates the evaluation

of the integral. The above is an effective technique in evaluating Sommerfeld integrals for

the far field [75]. Applying this technique yields expressions for the far field [73] which

are presented in Appendix II. Again, it is assumed that the current distribution is known.

This quantity is determined by tire circuit simulator.
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The power gain can be calculated from the relationship [76]

The field components and input parameters can be determined from the far field

expressions and circuit simulator respectively.

The expressions for the far field, eq's (an-7) and (aII-8), along with the expression

for gain, eq'n (3.10), were coded to provide a post-processor to EMsim. This code is

provided in Appendix III. This post processor calculates the radiation characteristics of the

circuit/antenna being analysed by the circuit simulator. As a microstrip Green's function

was used for the field calculation, more accurate results are expected for the cases where

substrates with high permittivities are used, i.e. more accurate compared to the initial far

field expressions where a free-space Green's function was used.

where I¡ and R¡ are the input culrent and impedance

c(e.ó)_ ltBdr+lpdr]
3QriJ2 Re(R¡n)
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3,4 n¡erification of Design Methodology

The design methodology proposed is to use the circuit simulator EMsim followed

by a post processor to calculate the radiation characteristics of active antenna structures.

Qualitative results are given in this section with respect to passive travelling wave antennas

while quantitative results are presented in section 4.5. There the calculated characæristics of

an active antenna a-re comparcd to measured results.

Initially, EMsim was verified as an antenna design tool. This was done by studying

the current distribution calculaæd by EMsim. The current distributions generated by EMsim

for several travelling wave structures were compared to the current distribuúons generated

by Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC), [5i], which is a wire model program. The

antenna structure is approximated as a wire s[ucture and the moment method technique is

used to solve the electric field integral equation as applied to the antenna geometry. Since

NEC is limited to a free space environment above a pelfect conducting ground plane, the

relative permittivity of a substrate was set equal to one. The geometry of the traveliing wave

antenna is given in Figure 3.3. Both magnitude and phase of the current distribution

generated by EMsim and NEC are presented in Figures 3.4 a) and b) respectively. As can

be seen, both analysis packages generate the expected current distribution. That is, a

continuous phase progression and a decrease in current magnitude along the antenna. The

ripples observed in the magnitude plot are due to the reflections at the corners of the

antenna.
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Transmission Line

Figure 3.3 : Passive circularl), pola¡ized rampart line travelling wave antenna.
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Figure 3.4 : Calculated current distribution of rampart line antenna.
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Next the combination of EMsim with the developed post processor was studied.

Two passive travelling war/e antenna were modelled; the rampart antenna of Figure 3.3 and

the 4-arm travelling wave antenna U1l given in Figure 3.5. Both antennas generate a

circularly polarized field. The rampart antenna was modelled having a substrate permittivity

of one, while the 4-arm antenna was modelled having substrate permittivities of 1.0,2.55,

and 9.8.

42

Substrate, q

Microstrip Transmission Line

The calculated patterns of the rampart antenna ( €, = l.O,h=L/20, f=3 GHz ) are

given in Fig. 3.6. As expected, based upon the aperture size, the pattern in the 0=0o plane

J
Q=0o

Figure 3.5 : Passive circularly polarized 4-arm travelling wave antenna

is broad while the pattern in the 0=900 plane is narrow. These radiation characteristics have

Q=90o

been confirmed with experimental results given in [78]. The rampart antenna was also

modelled with NEC and simila¡ radiation characteristics were generated Sigure 3.7).
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The passive 4-arm antenna of Figure 3.5 was also modelled having similar

pa.rameters ( E = 1.0, hJt/20, f=3.0 GHz ). The calculated pattern at the cenÍe frequency

is given in Figure 3.8 a). This can be compared to the same structure modelled with NEC

[77] (Figure 3.8 b)). In accordance to I77l both modelling packages predict a circularly

polarized broadside pafiern. Both NEC and the proposed modelling technique predict a half

power beam width of approximately 40o.
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The 4-arm travelling wave antsnna was also modelled where it was situated on an

Alumina substrate ( e, = 9.8,h=ìv120, f=3.0 GHz ). The more rigourous post processor,

based upon a microstrip Green's function was developed for cases such as this. Elevation

patterns in two planes of the antenna are given in Figure 3.9. Both magnitude and phase are

calculated and presented. As can be seen, the two field components are approximately equal

in magnitude and in phase quadrature in both planes at the broadside direction. These are

the expected results for this antenna U1l. A broader half power beamwidth can be noted

when comparing these patterns to Figule 3.8. The broader beamwidth is an expected

characteristic as the high relative perliittivity of the substrate yields a reduced aperture size.

The radiation chalacteristics over a range of frequencies were also calculaæd (Figure 3.10).

Inherent with travelling wave antennas is the squinting of the main beam as frequency

deviates from the centre frequency, fs. The squinting is caused by the shift in electrical

length of the antenna. As frequency deviates from the centre frequency, the beam squints

off broadside. Eventually a centre null is fomed. These characteristics a¡e predicted with

the modelling procedure (Figure 3.10) and have also been verified experimentally in Figure

3.1 1. The results presented are lbr flequencies whicli exceed the centre frequency. Similar

results were obtained for fiequencies below the centre fi'equency, with the beam squinting

in an opposing direction.
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a) Calculated, f=3.1 GHz

Fisure 3.10 : Calculated radiation Datterns of oassive  -arm antenna .s-9.8.
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c) Calculat ed, f=3.4 G}lz

d) Calculated, f=3.6 GHz

Figure 3.10 : ( conr )
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J.5 Noise Analysis of Active Antennas

The active antennas considered in this study a¡e travelling wave in nature with

active devices integrated along the structure. Thus in general, the resultant structure is a

distribution of microstrip transmission lines and active devices. A block diagram is depicæd

in Figure 3.l2.If this type of antenna were to be used in a receive application then the

noise temperature of the antenna must be determined. This section presents a theoretical

analysis of the noise temperature of the proposed active antenna. The noise model is

validaæd with experimental results given in Chapter 4.6.

Within a typical communication system, the amplification stage and other active

devices follow the passive radiator. The noise contributions from each stage can be clearly

segregated and the noise calculation of the system can be determined based upon a cascade

network of noise sources [a9]. The developed active antennas introduce an interesting

problem when calculating the system temperature. For this particular situation, the active

devices cannot be separated from the receive antenna because they are an integral part of the

antenna. Each section of the antenna contributes to the overall system noise temperature.

These contributions are weighæd by factors such as radiation eff,rciency and the gain/loss of

each device. The noise vadables involved with this type of antenna may be identified to be

1. device noise, 2. sky noise, and 3. ohmic losses. These noise sources combine in some

manner to produce an output noise temperature. This is graphically depicæd in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.12 : Block diagram of a receive active antenna.
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An equivalent noise model of the general structure, Figure 3.12, is presented in

Fig.3.l4. The noise model is a circuit representation of the antenna where the antenna is

replaced with a combination of resistors, attenuators, and active devices. The matched

termination inherent with travelling wave antennas is represented by the resistor Ro while

the radiation resistance is represented by R¡,,r. Each resistor is referenced to its environment

temperature, thus R¡ is referenced to the sky temperature. The ohmic attenuation due to the

microstrip transmission line is represented by L¡¡, referenced to its environment

temperatu¡e, TLN. The gain/loss of each active device is represented by G¡ where the

noise figure of each active device is expressed in terms of temperarure by T4*.

Figure 3.13: Sources of noise for an active antenna.

Tout
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The output temperature of the antenna is determined by calculating noise in a

--^--^-^i^l ^^..-^-^:-- ^¡ aL^ --^¿:^- f,.-:L^^¡ f-^-.L^ 
-^¿ '-FrL^ ¿--,^sEqutriltrar rlla¡lilçI , uuulrltçilulltB ar utc sçuuulr lurulçsr rrurrr ruç uutPut PUrr. rlrç rwu

parallel resistors can be considered as parallel noise sources. Superposition is applied to

determine the total noise power available to the attenuator, N¡r, as outlined below.

R"

vo

V Determine noise power due to vs :

J-

- 
3** Ê*-
@u
L-- where Rq= 

*å,
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vo Rl
R"+Rl

Nî.=rË

In terms of conductant", G = å

4 R" (Ro + Rr)
v7 nt

but Vã2=4kToRoB

. ÀTVo-kBToRt.. rìi - IRJ R;I

À.rvo-kBT6Gp,rri - GR,* GJ (3.11)



IV Deærmine noise power due to v1 :

Similarly, NI'=ffij,ffi

Ni,=NI"+NI'

.'.Ni,=-t1Uffi)

The noise power at the output of the first active device, including the effect of the atfenuator

L1, can be determined to be

Nt=kgTN,

where TN, = fl|t,, + ( Lr -l ) T¡-J + G1 Ta,

where T,, = -L * ,Ttg''" 1*gr, l*gr,

where g¡ is the normalized radiation conductance

Assuming maximum pov/er transfer, i.e. a matched system, the first section may be

replaced by a matched resistor with æmperature T¡1 [76]. This resistor in parallel with R2

is the input to the next stage.
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(3.12)

This procedure is repeated until the output temperature of the system is obtained. It is found

to be

(3. I 3)

(3.14)

Rz,Tz
+ Ro,\,

r. _Ti",(L"-l)TL¡ out - ;-- T ------;-Ln Ln

NeÇ

tþo""

(3. 1s)



\ilhere T¡,, can be calculated from T¡g, of equation (3.14) using the following recursive

--t--:---L:--IEr¿1rruil5illps

Tio= TN*' ' Tng'"
1.g--1+g,"

and
rF-- 

- 
Gn r.n.rÀr =:--r r; * (L -l ) TrJ +Gn Te,¡rD 
Ç' 

^o

where n is the number of radiating sections.

The radiation conductance can be determined from a travelling wave ¿uray of slot

radiators as given in t801. There the radiation conductance is related to the arnount of power

radiated by each slot. This relationship is used here where slot radiation is replaced by the

radiation efficiency of each arm, i.e. Iarm = #? . There is however a limit to the

radiation efficiency of each section such that the matched condition remains valid. As an

example, demanding 90Vo radiation efficiency from each section will produce mismatches

as the cha¡acteristic impedance changes. Therefore the developed noise model will not be

accurate. An acceptable limitation on the radiation efficiency that one can demand from each

arm is determined below. It is assumed that the matched condition ¡emains valid for S11<

-10 dB, i.e. reflection coefficient maximum is 0.1.It is desired thatzy = 1.0 and zo is

dependent upon the parallel combination as
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1_ f
.'. hl= ^ 1+r,, r"*

rorlrl= 0.1, r-4.5

but g=1/r, .'. gr = 0.222

-_ rrc- r+1



This is the upper limit for the validity of the noise model, i.e. 9.=0.222.This translates to

a radiating section efficiency of 18.187o.

Based upon eq'n (3.15), the ouçut temperature of an active antenna can be

calculated. This expression has been used to calculate the ouçut temperature of the active

antennas presented in Chapter 4. The limitation within this model is that a matched system

is assumed. Once this condition is violated the mdel is not valid.
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3.6

The type of active integrated antennas studied may be generalized as a travelling

wave antenna with active devices integrated along the radiating structure. As no sofrware is

commercially available to analyse such a structure, a design methodology was developed.

An electromagnetic based circuit simulator is being used in conjunction with a post

processor. The circuit simulator is the analysis tool to determine the current distribution and

the post processor is being used to calculate the far field radiation patterns. The procedure

has been verified with the analysis of passive travelling wave antennas. In addition to the

radiation characteristics, a noise model has also been developed. The verification of this

model is given in Chapter 4.

A technique and model has been presented where an arbitrarily shaped active

integrated travelling \¡/ave antenna may be analysed. Radiation characteristics such as

pattern and gain may be calculated as well as a noise analysis of the entire structure. The

noise analysis incorporates the effects of the environment, microstrip, and the integrated

active devices.

ÐiscussÍon
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CF{APTER 4 ; T'FXE DESIGN AND VERIF''IC.&TïON OF Al\ ACTfn¡E.ANTENN.&

4.1 The Design of an Active trntegrated Antenna

The work within this thesis has been focused on travelling wave structures. This

type of structure allows intuitive understanding of the energy propagation along the

structure and how active devices may be used to alter this distribution. Previous work

[77] produced a circularly polarized passive microstrip travelling wave antenna. The

radiation characteristics of this antenna were based upon a circular loop. A circular loop

was studied in [81] using a continuous radiating current of the form

In = fan cos(nQ') + bn sin(nQ')]ô , ntO

which produce the following far field patterns;

where

Ee = fn(O) [a,' sin(nQ) - bn cos(nQ)]

fn(e) = # $:" cosO Un*r ftasinO) * Jn-r Gasin0)l
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and Eq = gn(O) [an cos(nQ) + bn sin(ng)]

where B"(0) = # $:" [Jn*1 ftasinO) - Jn-r Gasin0)]

The derivation for these equations can be found in [77].

It was found that by selecting an=1 and bn=j, equation (4.1) produced conditions

suitable for obtaining circular polarization. Substituting these values into equations (4.1),

(4.2a)) and (4.3a)) reduces the current to

In - e'inQ'

(4.1)

@.2a))

(4.2b))

(4.3a))

(4.3b))

(4.4)



and the fa¡ fields to

Equations (4.5) and (4.6) show that the two field components are 90o out of

phase, but with unequal magnitudes. This condition would result in elliptically polarized

waves; however, circular polarization can be obtained if the magnitudes are equal. This

can be achieved with the proper selection of loop radius. Examining equations @.2b)) and

(4.3b)) shows that the radiation characteristics are dependent upon the Bessel functions.

Each order of Bessel function is referred to here as a mode. For n= 1, mode 1, a zero order

Bessel function is present and this will generate a broadside pattern since

Ee = fn(0) .;("0 -or)

Eq = gn(0) eÍ(nQ)

All other values of n produce higher order Bessel functions (modes) resulting in fn(@) =

gn(Oo) = 0. This will generate a conical shaped pattern with a centre null on the loop axis.

As the mode of operation increases (increasing n), the resultant radiated pattern

approaches the plane of the loop. Thus by selecting various orders of the Bessel function

one can change the radiation characteristics of the loop.

To obtain circular polarization, a radiating current in the form of equation (4.4) is

required. Breaking up the radiating cun'ent into discrete elements is one variation [81].

This can be carried out as follows.
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(4.s)

(4.6)

J¡1(0) = |

Jm(0)=0 form>l

for m=0

In = IAI
M

E ou'
m=1

(4.7)



wirh
M

X
m=1

where [Al is the discrete current element

M is the total number of elements

ô* is the phase of each element

ðm = n27c

M

The condition of X ¡* = n2r, was stipulated in order to satisfy the conditions
m=1

of a loop where phase progresses as n2æ.

The radiation properties of the developed active antenna are based upon the above

theory. It was anticipated that an antenna with discrete radiating current elements could

be realized with a travelling wave microstrip antenna where the current elements are

interconnected with active devices (Fig 4.1). The active devices within the antenna would

allow the alteration of the current magnitude and/or phase along the outer circumference

of the antenna.

This would yield an antenna with variable gain, size and radiated pattern. In

addition to the enhanced gain which the amplifiers would contribute if used, the active

devices could be used to "fine tune" a radiated pattern or reconfigure the pattern. The

pattern may be reconfigured to different modes of operation by varying the current

distribution to satisfy the necessary conditions outlined previously. For example, the

active devices could be biased in one state for a 2æ phase progression (n2n, where n=1

(mode 1)) along the outer circumference of the antenna producing a circularly polarized

broadside pattern. The devices could then be biased to a second state such that a 4æ phase

progression (nZn, where n=2 (mode 2)) along the outer circumference of the antenna is

generated. This would satisfy the conditions necessary to produce a conical shaped
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pattern. The modal operation of this antenna has been investigated and is reported on in

Chapter 5.

Active Devices
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Fi gure 4. i : Generalized strucrure of proposed active integrated antenna.
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4.2 Modelling of the Active trntegrated Antenna

An active integrated antenna, based upon the generalized structure of Figure 4.1,

was numerically modelled using the design methodology presented in Chapter 3. The

simulated antenna consisted of four radiating "arms" interconnected by amplifiers

(e¡2.94, h=0.06", fc=3.0 GHz (Figure 4.2). A broadside pattern, mode I operation, i.e.

n=1, rras selected as the design criterion. This requires a2n phase progression along the

outer circumference of the loop. A structure with four radiating segments requires each

segment to be ìt/4 in length to satisfy this phase progression. Thus the phase progression

from the end of one segment to the beginning of the next is required to be transparent.

This may be realized with the proper combination of transmission line and active devices.

For this particular antenna, the active devices are amplifiers which function as both

amplifiers and phase shifters. Each amplifier has an associated phase shift, Qu*', at the

operating frequency of the antenna, thus the phase delay between radiating segments may

be achieved provided the total phase shift between each segment is maintained at 3600

(Qa*p +zqt= 3600) (Figure 4.2). Wìth the amplifiers operating at 0 dB gain, the active

devices are simply phase shifters and the antenna should yield results similar to a

circularly polarized loop. As the amplifiers increase in gain there should be a notable

increase in antenna peak gain.
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The active antenna presented in Figure 4.2 was simulated using EMsimTM and the

developed post-processor. The amplif,rers were incorporated by using scattering matrices.

These matrices correspond with the scattering parameters of the devices used in the

fabricated stn¡cture. The device characteristics are given in Appendix IV. The layout of

the antenna as presented by the user interface is given in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.2 : Four arm active antenna for broadside operation.
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Initially, the case where the amplifiers are biased for 0 dB gain was studied. The resultant

radiation characteristics should be simila¡ to those of the passive 4-arm travelling wave

antenna (Figure 3.5). A frequency sweep, from 2.5 GHz to 3.5 GHz, of the active antenna

was simulated. The calculated radiation patterns are presented in Figure 4.4. As can be

seen, the squinting behaviour of the travelling wave structure is predicted. The presence

of a centre null as frequency deviates from the centre frequency is also predicted.

According to the calculated results, the centre frequency is 3.1 GHz. The patterns of the

centre frequency in two orthogonal planes are presented in Figure 4.5. The phase of the

two field components are also presented. As can be seen, the field components are

broadside, circula¡ symmetric, equal in magnitude, and in phase quadrature.
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d) f=2.8 GHz
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g) f=3.1 GHz
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j) f=3.4 GHz
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It was thought that the beam squint could be compensated for if the phase along

the structure could be controlled. V/ith the modelling software, the phase may be varied

readily , so beam squint colrection was investigated. For every 100 MHz deviation from

the centre frequency, a conesponding phase shift of approximately 12o is generated. Thus

the phase shift may be compensated for by including it in the scattering parameters of the

devices during the simulation. The results are given in Figure 4.6. As can be seen, when

phase correction is applied, the pattern remains broadside with virtually no squint. Most

notable improvements are at frequencies farthest from the centre frequency.
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d) f=2.9 GHz, LQ=+24o
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g) f=3.2 GHz, Å0= -12o
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The active antenna was modelled further using this methodology. The scattering

parameters of the amplifiers within the EMsimTM simulation were altered to reflect

various bias conditions which in turn vary amplifier gain. Gain of the amplifiers was

varied from OdB to 7dB. The calculated patterns are presented in Figure 4.7. As can be

seen, the calculated results show an increase in peak gain as amplifîer gain increases,

while still maintaining a circularly polarized broadside pattern (axial ratio < 3 dB).

The modelling technique was also used to investigate severe amplitude variations

along the antenna structure. In the four arm active antenna, as one arm becomes dominant

the beamwidth broadens and the quality of the pattern degrades. Circular polarization is

maintained because each arm inherently generates a circularly polarized field. The

amplitude variations would have a greater affect on the radiated pattern of a structure

which does not have four arms. Under these conditions each arm inherently generates an

elliptically polarized field.
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i) Q=oo
a) amps @ 0 dB, Gp=-3.63 dB
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Figure 4.7 : Calculated radiation patterns as amolifìer gain varies.- E+:_:_-Ef



4.3 Fabrication of the Active Integrated A.ntenna

The active integrated antenna modelled in section 4.2 was fabricaied. The

fabricated antenna has four arrns, three MMIC amplifîers and a matched load (E¡294,

h=0.06", fc=3.0 GHz) (Fig. a.9). The microstrip lines used for the antenna have a

cha¡acteristic impedance of 50 ohms. A hybrid approach was taken where the antenna

and amplifiers were fabricated separately and then integrated in the f,rnal assembly stage.

Three GaAs MMIC amplifîers were used as the active devices (Appendix IV). Each

amplifier has an operating range of 2 n 6 GHz with a maximum gain of 10 dB. The

amplifiers were packaged in order to provide protection during resring. Each amplifier

was epoxied to the package along with the appropriate capacitors to provide d.c. bias

blockage. All connections were made with wire bonds (Appendix IV). A network

analyser was used to measure the scattering parameters of each amplifìer at the operating

frequency of the antenna. Each amplifier was found to have a I45o phase shift at f, = 3.0

GHz when biased for 0 dB gain (Figure 4.8). Thus each phase delay section required line

lengths, Ql, of 107.50 ( Qt = (360O-OAM ù/2 ¡. Characteristics of each amplifier were

recorded under various bias conditions which produced gains of up to 7 dB.

The packaged amplifiers were then integrated with the antenna as shown in Figure

4.9. The bias voltages fo¡ the amplifiers were supplied by lines through the ground plane.

The antenna configuration in Figure 4.9 was designed to meet the characteristics of the

amplifiers and the geometry of the packages available in the lab and it is not necessarily

the optimal design.
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4.4 ExperimentalResults

A network analyser was used to determine the return loss of the integrated antenna

under various bias conditions (Figure 4.10). The input impedance bandwidth based on a

VSWR of 2:l was found to be very broad, approximately 60 Vo. This is to be expected, as

the input impedance is primarily dependent upon the cha¡acteristic impedance of the

microstrip line and the input match of the amplifier. The amplifiers used in this antenna

are limited to a match of -13 dB. The input impedance bandwidth of the antenna

remained relatively constant as the amplifiers were biased to operate at various gain

conditions.

S1.1 FORI.JAFID REFLECTTOi\J

LOG MAG. ÞREF*g. OOO6B

80

e. oooo

Pattern measurements over this frequency range show that a pattern bandwidth of

approximately 10 7o is obtained. Within this bandwidth, the patterns are broadside and

circularly polarized with an axial ¡atio less than 3 dB within the 3 dB beamwidth. As

anticipated from the numerical results of the passive antenna 1771, the measured patterns

of the active antenna show the main beam to squint as the frequency deviates from the

centre frequency. The measured radiation patterns are shown in Figure 4.11 where the

Figure 4.10 : Return loss measurement of active antenna. amps rô OdB.
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centre frequency, fc=3.05 GHz, is shown in Figure 4.11d). Elevation patterns were

measured through various planes of the antenna dictated by Q. The E-plane corresponds to

0=0o.Patterns at Od)o and 90o were observed to be simila¡. To ascertain that acceptable

circularpolarization is present, measurements were taken at S=45o (Figure 4.11e)). As

can be seen, this antenna may be considered to be circularly polarized. It was

experimentally determined that the packages had an adverse effect on the radiation

patterns. By placing small amounts of ECCOSORB MF-l17 (6mm x 4mm x lmm) on top

of the packages, the effects of the packages were reduced which results in the

improvement of the pattern characteristics, particularly the axial ratio (Figure 4.72a),

compare with Figure 4.11 d)). Under these conditions the centre frequency was measured

to be 3.1 GHz (Figure 4.12b)).
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Several bias voltages were applied to the amplifiers to produce individual gains

ranging f¡om 0 to 7 dB. Pattern measurements were recorded with the amplifiers biased to

produce equivalent gain levels. Figure 4.13a) and b) show plots of the axial ratio and peak

gain of the main beam over the pattern bandwidth. As can be seen, the gain of the

antenna increases as amplifier gain increases while still maintaining an axial ratio less

than 3 dB.These results were predicted by the modelling procedure. The measured

patterns of the antenna under the various bias conditions can be found in Figure 4.14. Tt,e

radiation characteristics of the antenna were similar for various bias conditions and

correspond with the modelled results, i.e. beam squint off centre frequency and eventual

formation of centre null. This can be seen in the frequency sweep with the amplifiers

biased for 7dB ( Figure 4.14 c)-i) as compared with Figure 4.11).
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4.5 Accuracy of Ðesign Methodology

In this section, a comparison is made between the predicted and measured results

of the designed active antenna. The predicted radiation characteristics are presented in

section 4.2 while the experimental measulements are presented in section 4.4.

With respect to the modelling approach, some limitations have been outlined in

section 3.2, such as the 1À size resüiction to account accurately for coupling. As

EMsimTM is based upon the moment method to calculate the current distribution, the

structure must be discretized. The discretization of the microstrip transmission line is a

parameter which affects the accuracy of the design methodology. This aspect was

investigated first. The antenna structule was divided into various segment sizes and the

resulting modelled fìeld components were compared with the measured results.

The structure being simulated is identical to the one which was fabricated. The

microstrip transmission line of the active antenna was divided into segments according to

l=Ì,,116,),,124,X136 and l,/60. In addition, the case where straight line pieces are divided

into l,/16 segments and corners divided into),132 segments was studied. Both versions of

EMsimrM, 3.0 and 3.5, were evaluated. Initially, f=3.0 GHz was the intended design

frequency. Thus a comparison between modelled and experÌmental measurements was

carried out at this frequency. As a function of segment length, the calculated field

components are tabulated and plotted with the measured results in Table 4.1 and Figure

4.15. These results are for the case when the amplifiers are biased for OdB gain. The

measured field components are Eg=-5.67 dBV/m and Eq=-3.67 dBV/m. The radiation

patterns in two orthogonal planes were also calculated and are presented in Figure 4.16a).

IVith respect to the two orthogonal planes, the worst case axial ratio is plotted in Figure

4.16b). Based upon Figures 4.15 and 4.16, one can conclude that the optimal

segmentation length is À/36. As can be seen, the calculated results deviate from the
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measured when the segmentation length is reduced to Ài60. Under these conditions a very

large matrix is generated because of the number of segmens. Thus, it is conceivable that

numerical errors occur depending on how the large matrix is treated. In addition, the

manner in which the singularity is treated makes it sensitive to the segmentation length.

Gain,Es(dBVim

Gain,Eo(dBV/m

ì,,tr6 lxtto,xßzl xtzq I xne I I/60
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SEGMENTATION

a) : Calculated gain of acúve antenna, wm350.
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Figure 4.16 b) : Calculated axial ratio as a function of antenna segmentation.

With the optimum segmentation determined to be ì,"/36, the active antenna was

modelled with the results previously presented in section 4.2. Figure 4.7 shows the

calculated radiation patterns and the calculated peak gains are summarized in Table 4.2.

The calculated gains are plotted with the measured in Figure 4.L7 .lr. should be noted that

the peak gain values presented here vary slightly from those of Figure 4.13 because the

antenna was modified between measurements. An amplifier required replacing, thus

slightly altering the available gain for a given bias voltage. The agreemenr between

measured and calculated results is thought to be satisfactory. Although the calculated

results deviate from the measured as amplifier gain increases, several factors must be

considered. From the measurement perspective, the MMIC amplifiers used generated a

substantial amount of heat and the Bain/phase were noted to drift with time. Thus it was

not possible to accurately set the gain/phase of each amplifier. From the modelling

perspective, EMsimTM does not account for the finite ground plane, i.e. an infinite ground

plane is assumed. The fabricated antenna has a finite ground plane. Thus any contribution

from surface waves and scattering, constructive or destructive, at the substrate edges are

not accounted for. In addition, the post-processor calculates f,relds based upon the spatial

wave contribution and contribution from the surface \ilaves is neglected.
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Amplifier Gain (dB)

0

Measured Peak Gain (dB)
(f=3.0 GHz)

2

4

Eg = -5.6

E¿ = -3.6

Table 4.2 :Measured and calculated peak gain of active antenna as a function of amplifier
gain.

7

Ee = -1.9

E¿' = 0.1

Calculated Peak Gain (dB)
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Both the modelled and measured results indicate that the centre frequency of the

designed active antenna is 3.1 GHz (Figure 4.5 and 4.12 respectively). The predicted and

measured patterns are plotted in Figure 4.18. Both field components in the Qd)o plane are

presented. As can be seen, the calculated and measured field components are in good

agreement (-60o < elevation angle < 60o). At elevation angles between 600 and 90o the

calculated and measured quantities deviate from one another. This deviation may be

attributed to the finite ground plane of the fabricated antenna and the infinite ground

plane assumed within the calculation.
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4.6 }doise Temperature

To determine the noise temperature of the developed antenna the noise model

presented in section 3.5 was applied. In application to the developed active antenna, G¡¡

and Ta¡ represent the gain and temperature of the integrated amplifiers. Thus the noise

model representation is given in Figure 4.19.

s s*\
Lr'rlr õ, ,In,

R r'Tl

Figure 4.19 : Noise model for fabricated active integrated antenna.

The output temperature can be determined from equation (3.i5) yielding

Tout = Ti, * (L¿ :1)Tr. (4.g)
tr4 tJ4

where 1'' = -f"t- * T¿8'o
* l*gro l*gro

r*,= 
*[Ti, 

+ ( L¡ -1 ) TrJ + G¡ Ta,

.r Tru= , T¡8r,ti' - 1 a g,,, 
- I + gr3

r*,= 
B[Ti, 

+ (Lz -I ) TrJ + GzTr,

.r--TN' ,Tz8r,
-n--l--T;-- I*grz l*grz

TN, = fl¡t,, + ( Lr -1 ) TrJ + G1 T6,

and where 1''' = -Ä- a -Tt8t'" 1*B¡.r 1*Br,

Lz,Tt z õz,Trz

Rz'Tz
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The radiation efficiency can be determined from the measured power delivered to the

load and the calculated attenuation due to substrate and copper losses [77]. This yields an

arm efficiency of 4.67o. Thus the output temperature of the fabricated active antenna was

calculated based upon equation (4.8). It is tabulated in Table 4.3 and plotted in Figure

4.23.

A "Y-factor" approach is used where two output noise powers are required to

determine the antenna temperature. The Y-factor is the ratio of output noise powers due

to two different input noise temperatures [82]. The block diagram is given in Figure 4.20.

704

Þ!

\GrÞ\rs
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] rref

ì
I

Figure 4.20 : Block diagram of noise temperature measurement.

To control the environment temperature of the antenna, the antenna is placed in a

shielded box lined with black absorber. The temperature within the chamber is monitored

to ensure a uniform temperature, Tcham. Under these conditions, the walls should emit a

constant radiation brightness as discussed in [83]. The chamber is constructed such that

the antenna is not loaded. This has been verified by measuring the return loss parameter

of the antenna in and out of the chamber. Minimal variation was observed as shown for a

PraG(Tant+Ts)

ProG(Tref+Ts)

... Pl _ G(Tanr+Ts)
P2 G(Tr"¡+Tr) (6)



passive antenna as well as the active antenna (Figure 4.21). The measurement equipment

set-up for Figure 4.20 is given in Figure 4.22 and the procedure is outlined in AppendixV.
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Shielded Chamber

+".,

Using the experimental set-up in Figure 4.22,the output noise temperature of the active

antenna was measured. The measured temperatures are presented in Figure 4.23 and

Table 4.3 along with the calculated temperatures. It should be noted that the amplifiers

used in the prototype active antenna have very large noise figures, i.e. NF - 12 dB. This

translates to temperatures of 4380 K. Thus the output noise temperature is expected to be

relatively large. The agreement between the calculated and measured output temperatures

is considered to be acceptable, having an average error of 10 Vo. In addition to the antenna

measurement, the noise figure of each amplifier under various bias conditions was

measured to facilitate the calculation. The amplifiers were measured using a standard

two-port measurement procedure.

Figure 4.22 : Experimental set-up for antenna noise measurement.
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Table 4.3 : Calculated and measured output temperature of developed active antenna.
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4"7 Ðiscussion

An active integrated antenna has been designed, modelled, fabricated and verified

experimentally. The calculated and measured results a¡e in good agreement. The design

methodology is versatile and thus allows for the investigation of numerous scenarios.

This was demonstrated with the concept of adjusting the internal phase of the active

antenna to compensate for the beam squint inherent with travelling wave antennas.

Conversely, one could apply this phase adjustment as a means of steering the radiated

beam. A model was also developed to calculate the output temperature of an active

integrated antenna. This model was verified using a controlled environment. A

comparison between experimental and calculated values gives an average enor of l}Vo,

which is considered to be satisfactory due to the many variables involved. It should be

noted that the developed model can also be applied to other antenna configurations which

are composed of active devices and are travelling-wave in nature. The limitation of the

model is that a matched system is assumed. Once this condition is violated the model is

no longer valid. Provided a matched system is maintained, one can study the effects on

system noise temperature due to variations of parameters such as the device gain and

noise figure.
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CF{.APTER 5 : APPLÏCATXONS OF TX{E ÐEVELOPEÐ ACTtrVE .A.NT'ENNA,

As shown in the previous Chapter, the developed active antenna has some

interesting characteristics. A patent for this antenna has been filed in the United States [84].

Several operating modes and applications are investigated and presented in this Chapær.

5.t Fhased Anrays

5.L"l Ir¡troduction

A general overview of phased array antennas has been presented in Chapter 2.

Here, the developed active antenna is evaluated as a radiating element within an active

phased array antenna. An active phased array antenna has been defined as an array where

both the supplied current amplitude and phase of each element can be varied. This

capability in turns allows the main bam of radiated power to be steered electronically.

The developed active antenna appea$ to be an attractive element choice because the

overall array could be very compact. This is bcause the amplifiers are integrated within the

antenna element itself. It is conceivable that the phase devices could also h integrated either

within the antenna or at the outpulinput. The developed active antenna as is, i.e. four arms,

three amplifiers, mode 1 operation, is considered in application to a phased array antenna.

One aspect of the active antenna is that the aperture size is variable. The phase

relationship between each arm is panially controlled by the integrated active devices. With

the passive structure, the printed transmission line is used to set the phase relationship, thus

the minimum aperture size is fixed with a diameter of approxim ately 1.42 L [77], where

À=Ào. The diameter of the active antenna can be reduced to less than I.421., as well as

being increased. This is an interesting aspect when considering scanning properties and

grating lobes. This was investigated through computer simulations.
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As discussed in Chapter 2 and outlined in [85], the fa¡-field radiation pattern of an

array of identical elements is equal to the product of the field of a single element and the

array factor of that array. The array factor is a function of the number of elements, their

geometrical arrangement, relative magnitudes and phases, and their spacing. The array

factor for a planar array is given below with its geomebry in Figure 5.1 t851.

N

AF=:
n=1

where Þ* = -k dx sinOo cosQo

Fy = -k dY sinOo sinQo

t" 
[å 

In,1d (m-1) ß dx sino *ro * Þ')] sj(n-1) (k dy sino sinQ + p,)

0o, 0o define the direction of the main beam

110

The equation for the element pattern used in the calculation is given in Chapter 4,

equations 4.5,4.2 b) and 4.6,4.3 b) and repeated below

Fizure 5.1 : Rectangular srid olanar arrav eeometrv [851.

(s. 1)

dr-+dr 7/ cr.7/. dr4

Ee = fr'(g) 
":("0-? (5.2a)



E* = gn(0) etnO

where fn(e) = -tä""-**r'cos0 [Jn*r(kasin0) + Jn-1(kasin0)]

Bn(g) = -el4crh¡" [Jn*r(kasinO) - Jn-r(kasine)]

Pattern multiplication with the array factor given in equation (5.1) and the element pattern in

(5.2) was coded to provide computer simulations of the phased array (Appendix VI). It

should be noted that mutual coupling has been neglected to simplify the problem. The loop

diameter of equation (5.2) was varied with the results given in Figure 5.2. As can be seen,

the grating lobe appears immediately. The maximum scan angle possible is +15o. The

radiation pattern of the array when scan angles exceed 150 are dominated by the grating

lobe (Figure 5.2 d)). With the active antenna element, it is possible to reduce the element

size, thus reducing the element spacing. This should increase the scan angle of the array.

Elements having diameters of 0.4 l, and 0.5 À were simulated. A 15x15 element array size

is required to generate approximately the same gain as the previous array. The scan

performance is given in Figure 5.3. As can be seen the maximum scan angle has been

increased to +50o. The radiated pattern degrades for scan angles exceeding 50o.
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a) beam (0,90)

tl2

b) beam (10,90)

c) beam (20,90)

Figure 5.2 : Calculated elevation pattern. (Q=90o). of 5 x 5 rectangular array. element



d) beam (30,90)

Figure 5.2 (cont.)
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a) beam (0,90)

Figure 5.3 : Calculated elevation pattern. (ô=90o). of 15 x 15 rectangular array. element

b) beam (20,90)

270



0.00

c) beam (50,90)

tt4

Another control mechanism for grating lobes is the array gnd.A proper grid selection can

minimize grating lobes and completely eliminate gating lobes in certain locations [45],

[86], [87]. For example, a rectangular grid has grating lobes at nn/2 whtle triangular grids

have grating lobes at nnl3. Thus to minimize grating lobes in the $=Çgo plane, a triangular

grid should be utilized (Figure 5.4, [86]). This has been analysed by separating the

triangular array into two interlaced rectangular arrays where the resultant pattern is the sum

of the two rectangular a:ray pattems. The scan performance of a triangular array containing

179 elements is presented in Figure 5.5. As can be seen, the $ating lobe is suppressed

0.00

d) beam (60,90)

Figure 5.3 (cont.)



unril a scan angle of 600 is reached. Beam pointing at 0=700 is possible with this

configuration. However there is a large drop in peak gain (Figure 5.5d)).

oo

o! to\/
elemen ts

t15

Fisure 5.4 : Triansular srid a¡rav [61.



a) beam (0,90)
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b) beam (30,90)

Figure 5.5: Computed elevation pattern. (Q=903L of 179 element rriangular zura)r. element

dia.= 0.5À. - - - Eq._- Eé.

c) beam (50,90)
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Figure 5.5 (cont.)



5.1,.2 G/T of an ,Active Fhased ,Árrray

The gain to noise temperature ratio, G1T, is commonly used as the figure of merit

for receive antennas. This is an important consideration when evaluating the active antenna

element. A single active antenna element can achieve high gains because of the integrated

amplihers. The gain available at the output of the antenna is considered to be the achievable

gain of the antenna. This output gain is a combination of two sources; i) the gain due to the

physical aperture, and ii) the gain due to the amplifiers. This explains why high peak gain

values are obtained with relatively bload half power beam widths (Figure 4.14 g)). Thus

the gain requirements of array applications can be achieved with just a few elements,

however, the noise temperature must be addressed to satisfy the required G/T specification.

The developed active antenna element was evaluated by comparing it with array

a¡chitectures which utilize passive radiating elements.

The three array architectures studied are given in Figure 5.6. The structure of

Figure 5.6 a) has been classified as "semi-active". This structure uses passive radiating

elements, a feed network between these elements, and a single amplifier. This structure is

classified as semi-active because eacl'r element has phase control only, i.e. no amplitude

control. The structure of Figure 5.6 b) is fully active and uses passive radiators. Each

element has to supply both amplitude and phase control. The last sructure, Figure 5.6 c) is

an array utilizing the developed active antenna element.
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a) Semi-active, passive elements

@@@

--1
I

I

0
c) Fully active, active elements

Figure 5.6 : Three different array architecrures.

The GÆ of a single element of each architecture is compared. The noise

temperature, T, of these arrays comprises the antenna temperature and the system

temperature, i.e. T = TAN-¡ + TCrr. The antenna temperature is generated by losses within

the antenna, TÌ.{T, and the extemal temperature, i.e. the sky and ground temperature "seen"

by the antenna, Tsry. The system temperature, Tç61, is defrned as the temperature

contributed by the passive and active circuitry, such as the feed network, Tp¡, phase

shifter, Tp5, and the low noise amplifier (LNA), Tl¡¡n.

T=T¡wT+TCX1

where TAn¡f = TSKy + Tntf
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b) Fully active, passive elements

\
Phase Shifter



The plane of reference used for the three cases is at the output of the amplifiers. All losses

incurred prior to the LNA add directly to the noise figure while losses incurred after the

LNA are a second order contribution to the noise temperature provided the LNA has a

suff,rciently large gain. This can be seen from the following simple generalized example.

Example:

Case i)

TCxr=TFN+Tps+TLN4
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Case ii)

Te

TR"f=(Te¡rr+T")G1G2

.'. TR"r= ( T¡rr¡ + T1 + fr rctC,

T-=T,+T2
Gr

Reference

Reference

T"=Tz+3
\t2

TR"r=(Tn¡m+T")Gz



Thus an importantaspectin array design is to minimizethe losses between the antenna

element and the LNA. It is apparent that the semi-active architecture is susceptible to poor

noise æmperatures as the feed netwolk and phase shifter preceed the LNA. To draw some

conclusions an example is presented. To compare the three architectures, assume that all

elements have the same aperture gain. This is considered to be the peak gain obtained by

the active antenna element when the amplifiers are biased for 0 dB gain. Therefore the

aperture gain is GAp = -3.6 dB. In addition, palameters such as sky noise and LNA and

phase shifter noise figures ale assumed to be identical for each scenario. The example

utilizing the three array architectul'es is given below where the GÆ of a single element is

calculaæd.

i) Semi-active, passive elements (Figure 5.6 a))

As mentioned above, the phase shifter and feed network a¡e located prior to the

LNA. The feed network losses of a corporately fed microstrip anay (16x16) is found to

vary between 2.6 dB to 45 dB depending upon the impedance of the transmission line and

the thickness of the substrate t881. A 3 dB loss is assumed here for each the feed network

and the phase shifter, the microstrip antenuation is assumed to be l0K. Thus the system

Urt $=0if Gz>>l

.'. TR"r= ( TaNr +Tz)Gz
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may be represented as

To=290K Gt

Noæ : T = (NF-1)To

G3
LNA

I

Reference



... rcrr = ( rps . H " # )G1G2G3

Tcxr = 2165.9 GrGzG¡

T = (Telw + Tcrr) G1G2G3

and Ta¡.¡¡ =290 + 10 = 300 K

.G- Ge¡n" T - TAN¡+ Tc¡¡¡, where Gnrw = 0.4365

ii) Fully-active, passive elements @igure 5.6 b))

This architecture brings the LNA to the output of the antenna element. Thus the

losses due to the phase shifter and feed network are second order. The GfI may be

determined to be

To=290K I

.'. += -37 dB/K
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ruf'= t.S ¿nl

I

Reference

T=(Talu+Tcrr)G

= ( TeNrr + Tl¡r¡ ){3

.'. += -30 dBlK



üi) Fully-active, active elements (Figure 5.6 c))

The G/T is calculated based upon measured gain and the developed noise model.

The G/t for the developed active antenna having amplifiers with noise f,rgures of 1.5 dB is

tabulated in Table 5.1. Again, the phase shifter and feed network introduce second order

losses.

To = 290 Kl

Amolifiers (dB)

Reference

0

2

t23

Tout (K)

4

Table 5.1 : G/T of active antenna element. Trrf = 290 K. NF^rr.,-1=fulB*r=..10102[9.

As can be seen, as the gain increases, the GÆ degrades. This is because the amplifiers are

amplifying the noise as well as the signal.

Comparing the GÆ of the three architectures it is apparent that the best

configuration for optimal GÆ performance in an array is the fully active array using passive

antenna elements. This architecture has an improved GÆ of 1.7 to 5 dB when compared to

the a:ray using active elements. However, the fully active array using active elements has a

superior GÆ when compared to the semi-active array architecture. In fact, in situations

7

611.4

1902.5

6594.0

Gpeak (dB)

47328.5

-3.6

0.1

G/T (dB/K)

4.0

11.0

-3 1.5

-32.5

-34.2

-35.8



where the feed network loss is greater than 3 dB then the benefit of using active antenna

elements is more pronounced. The actual implementation/fabrication of the active array

utilizing the developed active antenna element is now considered.

5.1.3 nmplementation of an dctive Element Fhased ,Array

From a fabrication point of view, phased arrays, whether using active or passive

elements, are complex. Fundamental issues governing the fabrjcation of phased arrays are :

i) an'ay architecture

These issues must be considered when implementing active or passive elements. These

issues, relaæd to the implementation of active elements, are discussed.

i. ^A.rray Architecture

ü) inægration of active devices

iii) bias supply/control to active devices

Three array architectures are considered (Figure 5-7). The planar architecture

(Figure 5.1 a)) is one where all circuitry, feed lines, and radiating elements are on the same

substrate surface. The drawing in Figure 5.7 a) is not to scale and does not show all

details. It should be noted that the bias supply network requires d.c. bias and ground lines.

In addition to the amplifiers shown, a phase shifter per element is required along with its

control bias network. From an operational view point this architecture could be prone to

potential coupling problems from the radiating elements to the bias network. This is an area

which would require study if one were to pursue this type of architecture.

The multilayer architecture (Figurc 5.7 b)) is one where the radiating elements and

circuitry are situated on separate substrates sharing a common ground plane. Coupling

1,24



from the circuitry to the radiating elements may be achieved by slots or probes. This

architecture eliminates any interference that the ci¡cuit network may impose on the antenna

performance. This may be difficult f¡om a fabrication view point in that exact alignment is

critical for the slot coupling mechanism and the probe coupling mechanism requires many

via holes.

The architecture shown in Figure 5.7 c) utilizes a combination of planar and

multilayer concepts. The active portion, which consists of amplifiers and microstrip

transmission lines are incorporated on the same substrate. The feed and bias networks are

siruated on a substrate sharing the same ground plane where coupling is achieved with slots

or probes. Bias connections require via holes or probs where RF coupling can be achieved

with slots or probes. This architecture eliminates potential bias network interference

problems and is not as complex as a complete multilayer structure.

The fabricated active element presented in Chapter 4 is based upon the combination

architecture illustrated in Figure 5.7 c). This fabrication concept was extended further to

incorporate MHMIC technologies. The concept was that all active circuitry could be

fabricated on a Alumina substrate using MHMIC technology and this "chip" of active

circuitry could then be placed into the cenre of each radiating element. The connection of

transmission lines would be achieved via wire bonds. This approach was carried out and

reported in [89]. The fabricated active element is presented in Figure 5.8. Three amplifiers

and a continuous va¡iable phase shifter are fabricated on the Alumina substrate. This "chip"

in turn was integrated with the duroid substrate to complete the antenna structure. This

process also demonstrates the "mother board" concept where separate components/circuits

are fabricated separately and then integrated with a main boa¡d. The measured radiation

patterns at the centre frequency of 1.8 GHz are presented in Figure 5.9. As with the

previous structure, the radiated fields are broadside and circularly polarized.

r25



Planar bias su

RF coupling through
ground plane

a) Planar architecture
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Bias supply through

c) Combination a¡chitecture

Figure 5.7 : Active element array implementation.

bias supply network
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a) MHMIC active antenna

.4

{
0=90o

o-{o

b) Integrated active circuitry

Eisure 5,8 : Fabricated MHMIC active antenna.
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5.2 Fattern R.econfiguration

5.2.1, ïntroduction

A unique feature of the developed antenna in its present topology is that the radiaæd

pattern may be reconfigured with the integrated active devices. This may be achieved by

altering the cunent phase distribution along the antenna structure. The fabricated antenna

has been demonstrated to operate in its first order broadside mode and a higher order mode

where conical shaped patterns are generated. This antenna could have potential applications

within mobile communication systems where a minimal antenna size is desired.

5.2.2 Modal Operation

The radiation properties of this active element have been presented in Chapter 4.

There it was shown that the developed active antenna is related to a circular loop. It was

also shown how the far field is dependent upon the Bessel functions, eq'ns (4.5, 4.6). By

selecting various orders of the Bessel function one can change the radiation characteristics

of the loop. One technique to do this is to vary the loop circumference according to n2n.

For n equal I (mode 1), the zero-older Bessel function is dominant and hence the resultant

is a broadside pattern. For othel ordels of the Bessel function (modes) the resultant is an

omni-di¡ectional type pâttern ( i.e. centre null ) with varying elevation angles. As the order

of Bessel function increases, the radiated beam peak approaches the horizon. A modal

investigation of a circularly polarized loop was carried out to determine the radiation

characæristics associated with each mode of operation.
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A passive circularly polarized loop was analysed numerically with NEC for va¡ious

modes of operation. The graph in Figure 5.10 a) shows the elevation angle of the beam



peak as a function of modal operation. As can be seen, the elevation angle of the beam peak

approaches 30o as the mode of operation increases. However, the circumference of the

loop increases by 1ìa¡¡ for every increase in modal operation. Thus if low elevation angles

are required, a large circumference and therefore surface a¡ea will also be required.

1

1
o,o!
o^
o) c)c<l ôco\
.o-
(ú

o
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00
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40

20

0

Figure 5.10 a) : Elevation angle of beam Beak as a function of loon operational mode.
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5
MODE (n)

l[bgræs I

0

A unique feature of the developed active antenna is that the pattern can be

reconfigured to several different modes at the desired frequency with the single element. By

providing phase control devices, located as shown in Figure 5.11, various phase

distributions along the outer ci¡cumference of the antenna may be obtained by supplying the



necessary bias conditions. Each phase distribution generated corresponds to a mode of

operation. The fabricated active antenna utilizes amplifiers to provide both phase and gain

control. The antenna was designed such that the phase associated with each amplifîer, at the

design frequency of 3.1 GHz, produces a2n continuous phase distribution along the outer

circumference of the antenna. This produces a circularly polarized broadside (mode 1)

radiated pattern (Figure 5.12 a)). As no phase control devices were integrated in this

prototype, other modes of operation can only be observed at other frequencies. By

determining the phase response (to frequency) of the amplifiers and accounting for the

variations in electrical length of the transmission lines, one can determine frequency points

which correspond to other modes of operation. The active antenna presented was

determined to operate in mode 2 at f=3.5 GHz. At this frequency, a discrete phase

distribution exists along the outer circumference of the antenna such that the total phase

distribution of nLn, where n=2, is satisf,red. This was verified experimentally with a pattern

measurement as shown in Figure 5.12b). The resultant pattern is circularly polarized and

conically shaped with an elevation angle of - 47o. These radiation cha¡acteristics

correspond with the computed pattern given in Figure 5.10 b).
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Figure 5.1 1 : General configuration of active integrated antenna.
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This scenario, i.e. the fabricated active antenna operating at 3.47 GHz, was

modelled with the developed design methodology. The active antenna was simulated at this

frequency point where the amplifier characteristics at this frequency were included in the

scattering parameters. The calculated patterns are given in Figure 5.13. There is relatively

good agreement between the calculated and measured patterns (Figure 5.12b)).
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An active antenna was then modelled where two modes, Mode 1 and Mo.de 2, can

be excited at a single frequency point by varying the phase along the antenna. The second

mode was excited at the operating frequency by operating the active devices with an

additional phase state. Thus the scattering parameters of the devices were modified such

that each device introduced an additional 1200 phase shift, thus the three devices would

contribute an additional 3600. The total phase progression would then be 7200 (or 4n).The

calculated pattern for Mode 2 operation at f. is given in Figure 5.14. As can be seen Mode

-45.OO



2 is not "purely" excited as the cenÍe null is partially filled. It is apparent that Mode I is

present when Mode 2 is excited. The first mode is present because the fabricated

transmission line segments are)'14 at the operating frequency. Thus there will always be a

continuous phase progression of Ztt at the centre frequency. Hence Mode I is supported

while other modes a¡e excited at this single frequency. In the case of the second mode

operation aÍ.3.47 GHz, the conditions necessary to support the first mode do not exist,

hence the result is a pattern with a deep centre null (corresponding to Mode 2).

r34

oq
O
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Thus it is apparent that it would be difficult to excite purely multiple modes of

operation at a single frequency point by simply changing the phase conditions along the

antenna. In terms of multi-mode operation, depending on the application of course, it may

be desirable to design the initial condition of the antenna for a higher order mode and use

the phase shifting to excite other higher order modes. This would ensure a deep centre null

as the antenna would not be able to support Mode 1 (broadside).
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It is also apparent that the active antenna has the capability of beam shaping. That

is, by controlling the phase along the antenna, one can excite various modes and shape the

radiaæd pattern. A version of this concept was investigated in application to beam steering.

5.2.3 Beam Steering by Mode Summing

As proposed in [90], [91], the radiated beam of an antenna may be steered by the

linear sum of modes. This is briefly summarized in Figure 5.15. Consider an element

where four excitation pors are available. Mode 1 can be excited if each port is equal in

magnitude and in phase quadlature. Mode 2 can be excited if adjacent ports are equal in

magnitude and l80o out of phase. The linear sum of modes I and2 yields an excitation of

Figure 5.15 c). As can be seen, the beam will scan in the direction shown. By

appropriately weighting each port, one can scan the beam in azimuth or combine other

modes to steer the beam in elevation.
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This concept applied to the active antenna element was investigated by using the

developed design methodology. The scattering parameters of the active devices were

adjusæd such that the four arms would be "weighted" and phased in accordance to the sum

of Mode I and Mode 2 (Figure 5.15 c)). Because the structure is series distributed , some
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devices function as attenuators while others as amplifiers. The induced phase also takes

into account the microstrip transmission line. The calculated elevation and azimuth patterns

of the active antenna operatìng in this mode summing condition are presented in Figure

5.16. These patterns show that the beam can be steered by mode summing. As expressed

in [90], the beamwidth in the azimuth plane is proportional to 2æÂ{, where N is the number

of modes. Figure 5.16 b) shows a half pov/er beamwidth of approximately 180o. A few

irregularities can be seen in the azimuth cut. However, one could probably adjust the

distribution along the antenna to "fine tune" the pattern. In addition, because the active

antenna is a series structure, an absolute zero curent component on the back arm cannot be

generated.
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b) Azimuth cut at elevation angle of beam peak, f=3.1 GHz



s.3

This chapter has presented some of the applications of the developed active

integrated antenna. In application to a receive phased alray, it has been shown that the

active antenna suffers from an inferior G/T when compared to an ¿uray using passive

elements, each driven by an amplifier. However, it has also been shown that the active

antenna element array is superior to the semi-active array and that using active elements can

yield a very compact, single layer anay. In addition, because the physical size can easily be

varied before fabrication, these elements are amenable to situations where otherwise grating

lobes would be a problem.

Pattern reconfiguration/shapin g has been investigated and verified experimentally

and theoretically. An additional mode of opelation has been generated without increasing

the circumfet'ence of the antenna as requirecl with passive structul'es. In addition, steering

the radiated beam by mode summing rv¿u also investigaæcl numerìcally.

Discussion

Thus some of the versatility of an active integrated antenna has been demonstrated.

As important, the usefulness of the developed design methodology as a design tool has

been demonstrated.
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CÉLA.PTER. 6 : CONCI,USIONS Af.{D RECOMMENDAT'IÛNS

6"1

Active integrated antennas have been investigated in this thesis. An active antenna

has been deñned as a radiating element on which the current distribution along the structure

may be altered in a conuolled manner. Controlling the current distribution along the antenna

is the unique feature of this class of antenna which gives it its primary advantâge. This type

of radiator includes a control mechanism for antenna performance which is not possible

with passive radiators. A literature survey revealed that the majority of work in this field

has been confined to resonant type structures and to specific applications which are not

suitable for the transmission of communication signals. The structures reported do not

permit the alteration of the current distribution along the radiating element itself. In

addition, there is no commercially available software package which could be used as a

design tool for these type of antennas. This thesis undertook the development of a design

tool for an arbitrarily shaped structure and the development of an active inægrated antenna

which is travelling wave in nature.

The design methodology which was developed is based upon an

electromagnetically based cilcuit simulator which is capable of handling radiation loss a¡rd a

post-processor. The post-processor was developed to determine the radiation characteristics

of the structure analysed by the circuit simulator. A noise model was also developed to

determine the output temperature of active integrated antennas which are of the travelling

wave type. This was neccessary because in many applications the antenna's GÆ is one of

the important parameters that need to be known.

The design methodology was successfully applied to the design of active

integrated antennas. The developed antenna is travelling wave in nature, thus there is an

Conclusions
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associated beam squint with changes in frequency. The predicted radiation characteristics

over a frequency band coincided with measured patterns. The calculated and measured

results were found to be in good agreement. It was anticipated that the active antenna

allows for the correction of the beam squint provided the phase shift due to frequency could

be compensated for. This was investigated using the design methodology where the

scattering parameters of the devices were altercd for this phase correction. The modelled

results yielded radiated patterns over a frequency band with virtually no beam squint. The

modelling technique was also successfully used to investigate the concepts of multi-mode

operation and beam steering by mode summing. In addition, the calculated and measured

output temperatures were found to agree to within 107o. Considering the numerous

variables involved, this is considered to be an acceptable error.

Thus the developed design methodology and noise model can be considered as

effective design tools for passive antennas, active antennas, and circuit design.

The active antenna which was developed and fablicated was studied extensively as

a single element and also in application to phased arays. By altering the current distribution

along the structure, variations in peak gain, beam squint, beam shape, i.e. pattern

reconfiguration, were noted. Also, altering the device parameters produced beam steering.

Thus the developed active antenna falls within the definition given and shows that this

antenna has numerous characteristics which are not achievable with passive elements. The

results presented indicate that the cur¡'ent distribution along the antenna structure can be

altered in a controlled manner. The control mechanisms here are the integrated active

devices. It is also concluded that the active antenna suffers from inferior noise temperature

performance when compared to passive elements within an array environment. These and

otlier advantages and disadvantages are presented in Table 6.1.
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- compact structure

- minimizes feed network losses in an array

- variable aperture size

- variable peak gain

- ability to reconfigure radiated pattern, i.e.

pattern shaping, multi-mode operation

- ability to correct beam squint

ADVANTAGES

ACTTVE INTEGRATED ANTENNA

- abiliw to steer beam

Thus the class of active integrated antennas developed have been shown to possess

numerous unique characteristics unachievable by traditional passive elements. However,

some disadvantages have also been identified. The actual implementation of these types of

antennas will depend upon whether the advantages out weigh the disadvantages for each

application.

The material presented within this thesis has been published :.r¡-lgzl-lgg).

Table 6.1 : Advantages and disadvantages of the active integrated antenna.

- variable noise figure, inferior to passive

element

- complex fabrication

- control system could become complex

DISADVANTAGES

l4t



6"2 R,ecommendations

V/ith respect to the active integrated antenna developed and fabricated, further

modelling and study is recommended before the multi-mode operation concept could be

used in an application. Based upon the developed active antenna, other topologies are

recommended for investigation. Some suggested structures are presented in Figure 6.1.

The structure in Figure 6.1 e) is of particular interest because three senses of polarization

could be achieved with the single structure. That is, depending upon the phase relationship

between each radiating section, linear horizontal, linea¡ vertical, or circular polarization

could be achieved.
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Figure 6.1 : Other active integrated antenna strucrures based upon the developed antenna.
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Application to EHF is also recommended. With the radiating structures becoming

smaller in size due to frequency, designing circuitry to radiate effectively is a preferred

option. This is a potential application for the active integrated antenna. Notwithstanding,

the developed design methodology could be used to study the radiation characteristics of

the circuit layout itself.

Finally, improvements to the developed design tools are recommended. Calculating

the gain of the radiating structurc by pattern integration is suggested as one improvement to

the post-processor. This approach will provide irnprovement in terms of accuracy. The

development of a more rigourous noise model is also recommended. The noise model

developed assumes maximum power transfer between each section. Once this condition is

violated, the noise model is not valid. Thus a noise model which is not restricted by this

condition is desirable.
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The following has been taken directly from [43]. The approximate Green's function

in a closed form for a thick microstrip subsrrate is given below :

Gf = cÄä * Gäi.i + cä:* 
(ar_ 1)

Gq = Gqo + Gq,ci * Gq,sw (al_2)

where cää=#(# #) (aI-3)

l6\Gqo=tJõi+.*"#*P, *''(K2-1)#l (ar-4)

where ,'o=@
rn=@
,'ò={P2+(r*rY

Appendix I :

Approximate Green's Function for T'hick Substrate
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cä:* = ff Cz"j> neslu[2){t pnp)koo

Gq,,* = # (2nÐ nes2uf;)(kenp)kpo

where Resl = 
å, lt'ttt-, ],*=,roli-b-rço 

(kp - kpo)Rre

Res2 = 
o.E*r, lî#]"=u*li-ç-ç (kp - kpo) (R1B + Rq)

t46
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Fierd componen,, ",llt,'i:::i,ip Green,s Funcrion

The following has been taken directly from [48]. The elecrric field components

using Sommerfeld integrals are given below :

E*(x,v,z) = o+{[r,,, 
k2A* coscrdr'.[*# ot') (arr-l)

E,(x,v,z) = Ë{/r t,r, k2A* sincdr'.lr##.') @rr-2)

E,(x,y,z)=Ë{l^,#.'} (arr-3)

(aII-a)

(aII-5)

(aII-6)

rye-j(,6n

##;ne-j(z¿n

*4,

*r

e-j(z ¿n

A=A*

(.t [(" + j (tan(("h)]Jo(n p)

trrr

where

A*(P) =

A,(p)=5(*-' 
¿77

hEhv
e,(p) = #

Ç=^llr'-',1'

Ç"= ^[rr* 4



The electric fa¡ field components are given below :

Es = -joPs(f1){tcosQll + sinQl2l cosO - F(e)I3)

E* = -jcoP6(f1)[cosQl2 - sinQll]

where P6(f1) =
jpkcos0

F(0) =

2nD1s(ksin0)

ksinO (e, - 1)

NIr=I
i= i

N

I"=!
i=1

Nlr=I
i=1

Drv(ksin0)

I¡ {cosa;J¡ + coscx,;,.1J¡,.1}

I¡ {sincr¡J1 + sincr¡*1J;*1}

I¡ {K¡ + K¡a1}
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where ,, = 
d o, {tt å corkd¡l wi*r * n*i-.¡,}

ri*1 =dî" 
{tt.#cotkd;..11 

vy'i*r -il+kd;,wt*}

*'= d o, {[cotkdi*r 
. a"J wi*r - ffi,*']

Ki+l =dîu' {t#- cotkd¡*11 wi*r * **;*'-z}

H¡ = jk sinO cos(Q - a,¡)

W1= sjkPt sinO cos($ - 0i)

(aII-7)

(aII-8)

(aII-9)

(aII-10)

(aII- 1 1 )

(aII- 1 2)

(aII- 1 3)

(aII- i4)

(aII- i 5)

(aII-16)

(aII-17)

(aII- 1 8)

(aII- 19)



DrE = jk cos0 + L'l€" - sin20 cotqtirr/-s" - sin2Ð

DrM = je,k coso - k1Ã - ún'?o tanqt h/-€, - sin2Ð

r49

(aII-20)

(aII-21)
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Appendix III :

Computer Code for Calculating Radiation Characteristics

The following is the source code for the program used as the post processor to the

circuit simulator:



c
c
c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Calculation of far fiel-d from current distribution
.i-ã-pii"tãa titt". Green's function for a microstrip
printèd transmission line is impJ-emented'

Variable LibrarY

knt - free sPace wave number
n - number of nodes (segments) -
i,y,z,angle - coordinates and orientation angJ-e of segment
ñ;,i#; I real and imaginary components for Ax'Ay' Atheta'Aphi

Ethêta, EPhi

integer n, i, theta, fi, thetmaxl, thetmax2
real ReET ( 36!;2), imagET (96L, 2),ReEP (361, 2)'Lh'ph' templ'phi
¡eaL ETMÄG (361 ,21 ,EPúAGß6L,2l ,Radint (361',2',,radmax'thet
real- ImagEP (36i,2i ,f ,",d(350),phip (350)'ETP!: (36I'21 

't'emp2
real x (350), y (3!Oi, z (350), alphá (350), rowp (350), xx, yy' hh' aangle
real pi, r.t, "pê,'1"^, 

knt, k, nn, lèn, wid, epsr, w' EPphs (361 ' 2)

real imag (350i , rphs (350i , rreaI, rimag, arg, argl ' arg7 ' eta' sig' sige
real gaiñ (361, 2),gainET (36I,2),gainEP (361' 2\
character geometry*2 0, current* 20
compJ-ex DTE,DTM,pÞ t:er),FF (361),H (350), JI, JI l, KKI' KKrl
complex 1I,f2, I3' so

"o*þ1"* 
Etheta (36I,2),Ephi (36!,2), Itot (350), Itotp(350)

reaL ETHT,EPHY,abet, abeþ,Etot, normz, S1 1mag, S1 lphs' curin' Rin
complex Eco (361, 2),Ecross (367, 2\, 5I7, znorm' Zín
double Precisj-on*16 Ir, Im

c
c Initialize Variables
c

c:3. 0808
pi:3.141592654
¡:4. Q*pi*1 .0E-07
eps:8. 858-12
write (6,*) 'Enter frequencY
read (5, *) f
write (6, * ) 'Enter rel"atÍve
read (5, *) ePsr

Read GeometrY

write (6'*) 'Enter geometrY
read (5, *) geometry
write (6,*) 'Enter structure
read (5, *¡ hh
write (6,*) 'Enter number of
read (5, *) n
f:f* 1 . 0809
w:2. 0*pi*f
larn:c/f
knt=2. 0*pillam
k:knt
open (10, file:geometrY)

read set-uP for emsim file, note
coordinates reversed

c
c
c
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c

(GHz):'

dielectri-c constant : '

do 20 i:1,n
read (L0, *) nn,xx'yy, l-en,wid, aangle
x (i):yy
y (i) =xx
z (i):hh

must 90 degrees to convert EMsim angle to standard
notation

aangle=-L. 0*aangÌe
alPha (i):aangle+90. 0
alþha (i): (alpha (i) /360.0) *2.0*pi
d (i ) :1en

file (units=meter)

height above gnd (m) z '

segments:'

c

:yandx



write (29,*) i, x (i) , y (i)
if (i.eq.n) then

alpha (i+1):alpha (i)
end if

20 continue
do 2L i:L,n
if (i.eq.n) then

x (i+1 ) =x (i) +Ien/2. 0*cos (alpha (i ) )
y (i+1 ) :y (i) +Ien/2.0*sin (alpha (i ) )

rowp (i+1):sqrt (x (i+1) *x (i+1 ) +y (i+
phip (i+1) :atan2 (y (i ) , x ( j-) )
x (i) :x (i) -J-en,z2. 0*cos (a]pha (i) )
y (i):y (íl -Ien/2.0*sin (alpha (i ) )

rowp(i):sqrt (x (i) *x (i) +y (i) *y (i) )
phi"p(i)-phip(i+1)

el se
x (i):x (i) -:-.en/2.0*cos (alpha {i, } )
y (i) =y (í) -Ien/2.O*sin (alpha (i) )
rowp (i):sqrt (x (i) *x (i) +y (i) *y (i ) )
if (x(i).eq.0.0) then
phip (i):0.0
else
phip (i) =atan2 (y (i) , x (i) )
end if

end if
21 continue

do 99 i:1,n*1
write (31,*¡ i,x(i),y(i),alpha (r)

99 continue
close ( 10 )

c
c Read curxent distribution
c ( specific for emsim file )
c'

write (6,*) 'Enter current file : '
read (5,,t) current
open (11, file:current)
do 25 i=L,n

read (11,100) Ir, ïm
100 format (I1x,D24.4,Lx,D24.4)

wrire (125,*¡ Ir, Im
I real:I r
f imag:1¡¡
Imag (i) :sqrt ( Ireal* Ireal+Iimag* I imag )
Iphs (i) : (atan (Iimag/Irea]) ¡ *35¡ .0 / (2. 0*pi
Itot (i) :cmpLx (Irea1, Iimag)
ItotP (1) =Itot (1)

c write (33, *¡ i, fmag (i) , Iphs (i)
c write (34, *¡ i, Ireal, Iimag
25 continue

cLose (11)
do 26 i:2,n

if (i.eq.n) Èhen
ItotP (i+1):rtot (i)

end if
Itotp (i): (Itot (i-1) +Itot \r) ) i2.0

26 continue
do 27 i:1,n*1

1)*y(1+1))
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,phip(i), rowp(i)

fmag (i) :sqrt (REÀL (Itotp (i) ) *REAL(Itotp (r) ) +AIMAG (Irorp (i) ) *
úAIMÀc (Itotp (i) ) )

Iphs (i) : (atan (AIMAG (Itotp (i) ) /REAL ( Itotp ( j ) ) ) ) * 360. O / (2 . 0*pi)
write (33, *) i, Imag (i) , Iphs (i)
wrj.te (34,*) i,ftotp(i),rowp(i),ph:.p(i)

continue2"1

c,
c---------
c
c Read information required for gain calcuLation

write (6,*) 'Enter input current (magnitude) :,
read (5, *) curin
write (6,*) 'Enter 511 (real part) :'
read (5, *) S11mag



write (6, *) ,Enter Sl-1. (imag part) : ,

read (5, *) S11phs
write (6,*) 'Enter normalizing impedance :,
read (5, *) normz

c
c Calculate input. impedance
c

SL 1:cmplx (51 1mag, S1 lphs )
znorm= (L+S11) / (1-S11)
Zin:znorm*normz
Rin:REAL (Zin)

c
c---------
c
c Cal-cuLate Far-FieJ-d Components
c

so:cmplx (0. 0, 1. o)
do 30 theta:2,351

thet:float (theta)
¿h: ( (thet-1.O) /360. Q) *l. Q*pi
temp2-sqrt (epsr-sin (th) *s:-n (th) )
DTE=cmplx (k*sqrt (epsr-sin (th¡ *"ir't (th) ) /

&tan (k*hh*sqrt (epsr-sin (th) *sin (th) ) ) , k*cos (rh) )
DTM:cmplx (-1.0*k*5qrt (epsr-sin (th) *sin (th) ) *

&tan (k*hh*sqrt (epsr-sin (th) *sin (th) ) ) , epsr*k*cos (th) )
templ=2. 0*k*cos (th) /DTE
PP (theta) :so*temP1
FF (theta) : (epsr-1 .0) ,z (k*sin (th) *DTM)
do 35 f i:1.,2

if (fi . eq. 1) then
phi:O.0

eL se
phi:90.0

end if
if ( (thet.ge.91) .and. (thet.Ie.217 ) ) rhen

PP (theta) :cmpl-x (0. 0, 0. 0)
FF (theta) =cmpl-x (0. 0, 0. 0)
ETmag (theta, fi ) :0. 0
ETphs (theta, fi) =0. 0
EPmag (theta, fi ) :0 . 0
EPPhs (theta, fi):0. 0
go to 35

end if
Ph= (Phi,2360. 0) *l . Q*pj
I1:cmplx (0. 0, 0.0)
12=cmplx (0.0, 0.0)
I3:cmplx(0.0,0.0)
do 40 i=1,n-1
H(i) =cmplx (0. 0, k*sin (th) *cos (ph-alpha (:.) ) )
H (i+1) :cmplx (0.0, k*sin (th) *cos (ph-alpha ( i+1 ) ) )
arg:k*rowp (i) *sin (th) *cos (ph-phip (i ) )
argl:k*rowp (i+1 ) *sin (th) *cos (ph-phip (i + I ) )
arg2-k*rowp(i+2) *sin (rh) *cos (ph-phip (i+2) )
JI:1,.0/ (H (i) *H (i) +k*k) * ( (H (i) -klLan (krd (i ) ) ) *

& (cos (arg1) lso*sin (arg1 ) ) +k/sin (k*d (i ) ) *
& (cos (arg) *so*sin (arS) ) )

JI1:-1 .0,/ (H (i+1) *H (i+1) +k*k) * ( (H (i + 1 ) +
ek,/tan (k*d (i+1) ) ) * (cos (arg1 ) *so*sin (arg1 ) ) -k,zsin (k *d (r+1 ) ) *
c (cos (arg2) +so*sin (arg2) ) )

KKI:1. 0/ (H (i) *H (i) +k*k) * ( (H (í) /ran (k r d (i ) ) +k ) *
& (cos (arg1) *so*sin (arg1) ) -H (i) /sin (k*d (i) ) *
& (cos (arg)*so*sin (arg) ) )

KKIl:-1.0/ (H (i+1) *H (i+1) +k*k) * ( (k-H (i+1 ) /
&tan (k*d(i+1) ) ) * (cos (arg1 ) *so*sin (arg1) )+H (r+t ) /s_in (k*d (i+1) ) *
& (cos (arg2) *so*sin (arg2) ) )

r1=I1+Itotp (i+1) * (cos (alpha (i) ) *JI+
&cos (alpha (i+l_) )*JI1)

I2=IZ+I1¿oEp (i+1) * ( sin (alpha (i ) ) *,Ii +

&sin (aLpha (i+f ¡ ¡ *¡'11,
I3-r3+Itotp (i+1) * (KKI+KKI1 )c wrj-te (444,x ) Itotp(i),rowp(r),phip(:,)

40 continue
Etheta (theta, f.í) :-2. 0*pi*f*1. 0E-7*PP (LheLa) *so*
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& (cos (th) * (cos (ph) *I1+sin (ph) *I2) -FF (theta) *I3)
Ephi (theta, fi¡ --2. Q*pi*f * L . 0E-? *PP (theta ) * so*

& (cos (ph) *I2-sin (ph) *I1)
Eco (theta, fi¡:g¡¡t"au (theta, fi¡ *"o" (ph) +Ephi (theta, fi)

e *sin (ph)
Ecross (theta, fi):g¡¡"au (theta, fi¡ *"in (ph) -Ephi (theta, fi )

& *cos (ph)
w¡ite (7, *) theta,DTM,DTE,PP (theta),FF(theta), 13
ReET (theta' fi) =pg¡t (Etheta (theta' fi) )
fmagET (theta, fi ) :AIMÀG (Etheta (theta, fi ) )
ETmag (theta, fi):sqrt (ReET (theta, fi) *ReET (theLa, fi) +

&ImagET (theta, fi) *ImagET (theta, fi) )

ETphs (theta, fi¡:¿¡.tt (ImagET (theta, fi) /ReET (theta, fi) )
ReEP (theta, fi) =REÀL (Ephi (theta, fi ) )

ÏmagEP (theÈa, fi) :ÀIMÀG (Ephi (theta, f i) )

EPmag (theta' fi) =sqrt (ReEP (theta, fi¡ *p.¡p (theta, fi) +
efrnagEP (theta, fi) *ImagEP (theta, fi) )

EPphs (theta,fi):atan (ImagEP (theta, fr) /ReEP (theta, fi) )
c
c Radians -) Degrees
c

ETphs (theta, fi) : (ETphs (theta, fi ¡ *350 . O) / (2. 0*pl )
EPphs (theta, fi) : (EPphs (theta, fi ) * 360 . O\ / (2. 0*pi )

gainET (theta, fi) :10,0*1o91 0 (ETmag (theta, fi ) *ETmag (theta, fi )
& / (3O.0*curin*curin*Rin) )

gainEP (theta, fi):10.0*i-o910 (EPmag (theta, fi ) *EPmag (theta, fi)
& / (30. 0*curin*curin*Rin ) )

gain (theta, fi¡:19.0*1o910 ( (ETmag (theta, fi ) *ETmag (Lheta, fi) +
&EPmag (theta, fi-¡ *gp*.n (theta, f:-l I / (30. 0*curin r curin*Rin ) )

35 continue
wrire (771,* ) thera,th,KKI,KKrl, I3,pp (rhera) ,FF (rhera)
write (7'18,* ) FF (theta)

30 continue
c
c Determine max for normalization
c

do 55 theta:2,361
thet:theta
do 60 fi:1,2

radint (theta, fi):sqrt (ETmag (theLa, fi ) *ETmag (theLa, fj.) +
&EPmag (theta, fi¡ *gprn n (theta. fi) )

if (radint (theta, fi) .qt. radmax) then
radmax:radint (theta, f i )
if (fi.eq.1) then
thetmaxL:thêta
else
thetmax2:theta

end if
end if

60 continue
55 continue

Etot:cabs (Eco (357, 2) ) *cabs (Eco (357, 2 ) ) +
&cabs (Ecross (357,2) ) *cabs (Ecross (357 ,2) I

do 37 theta:2,36i.
do 38 fí-1,2
abet:cabs (Eco (theta, fi) )
if (abet.eq.0.0) then

ETHT:-100" O

el_ se
ETHT=1 0. 0*1o91 0 ( abet *abet /Etot )
end if
abep:cabs (Ecross (theta, fi) )
if (abep.eq.0.0) then
EPHY=-1 00 . 0

el- se
EPHY:1 0. 0*1o91 0 (abep*abep /ELot')
end if
if (fi.eq.1) then

write (11,'r ) theta, ETHT, EPHY
else
write (22, *) theta, ETHT, EPHY

end if
38 continue
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37 conti-nue
c
c Output fiel-d data for phi=0, phi=90 cut
c and 3-d pattern ,
c file 7,2,3 normalized to maximum field point

c file 8&9 are normal,ized to max point within
c that particular cut (phi:O and phi:90)
c

do '12 theta:2 , 3 61
wri-te (tr-,*) theta,ETmag(theÈa, 1),ETphs (theta. 1),

eEPmag (theta, 1),EPphs (Èheta, 1 Ì
write (2, *) theta,ETmag (theta,2) ,ETphs (theta,2) ,

eEPmag (theta, 2), EPphs (theta, 2 )
write (3,*) gainET(theta, 1), gainEP (theta, 1),

&gain (theta,1)
write (4, *) gainET (theta,2), ga j.nEP (theta,2) .

&gain (theta, 2 )
72 conÈinue

wriÈe (7'lS, *¡ thetmaxl,, thetmåx2
stop
end
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PAC g FE E EôO N OLBTE-g g CS
CATTIUM ARSENIDE SYSTEMS

2-6 Gl-{z tuf HÞltJtuI-POWEH

FEATURES

0.25W OUTPUT POWER
1O dB GAIN
ON-CHIP GAIN CONTROL
SINGLE SUPPLY VOLTAGE
SMALL SIZE

Pacific Monolithics medium-power amplifier chips are small, highly reliable and operate well within the

thermal limits currently accepted as industry standards. Applied in cascades, both as drivers and

output stages, lhese MMICs provide good VSWR and flat broadband gain across the entire 2-6 Gllz
band. Class A operation at 1 /2 lnec operation provides good linearily and intermod performance up

to the 1dB gain compression poiñlIhe PM-APO602 also features a single supply voltage and on-chip
gain control.

MIL-STD 883 screening available

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL PM-APO6O2

fuIMIG ANNPTIF!ËRS
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PABAMETER

Small Signal Gain

Gain Flatness

lnput VSWR

Oulput VSWR

Power Output
(1dB compression)

Noise Figure*

Gain Control
On/Off Ratio

Gain Control Voltage

Harmonics at
l dB Compression

Third-Order
lntercept Point

Bias Voltage

Currenl"

Operating Temperature
Thermal resistance

l)¡\-¡A 5l'll:l:T

MIN

I 10

11 0 -1 1.5

2.0:1 2.2:1

2.0:1

24

10

23

-10

245 Santa Ana Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 @

30

+1 to-5

-15

UNITS

dB

dB

190

-54

89
220 250

+125
23

dBm

dB

dB

Vdc

dBc

dBm
Vdc

mA
oc
oc[w

*Biased for maximum power
Specifications measured at 25oC

TWX 510600-3726 o (408) 732-8000
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Voca

NOTE: Neither output nor input is AC coupled

lf = 9omA
12 = 130 mA

c^tN coNlAoL 2

*v^. - +1.5v
v::: 0 vu¿-

* For optimum performance, l.t and l, can be set using control voltage to V6t and
V¿o. Once the desîred values of V¡¡1 and V¡¡2 have been measured, a single resistor
trörivo6., and VDc2 can be used-to'settheîoltageson pads 5 (VG1)and 11 (VG2).

The DÓ resistance tô ground at pads 5 and 1 l is typically 6K Ohms.

ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM
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1. GND 7. GND

2. RF IN 8. RF OUT

3.vDC¡ 9.vOCZ
4. N/C 10. N/C

5. Vc,, 1t. vc2
6. GND 12. GND

?2Øn?

Frequency

1.50 GHz

2.00 GHz

2.5o GHz

3.00 GHz

3.50 GHz

4.00 GHz

4.50 Gr-þ

5.00 GHz

5.5O GHz

6.@ GHz

6.5O GHz

Sr.,

0.160 106,1 1

0.168 83.68

0.165 52.06

0,158 10.45

0.185- 3a.27

0.243 - 78.23

0,309 -1 1 1.40

0.348.140.00

0.344 -169,60

0.287 153.79

0.274 103.54

S-PARAñ¡ETERS

Se.,

1.932 90.02

3.471 19.84

3.500 -27.79

3.47t 4'2.05

3.ô46 - 92.45

3.797 -121.æ

4,040.150.94

4.198 178.58

4.æ9 146.57

4.509 111.91

4.æ7 73.45

c
"12

0.002 j165.52

0.005 138.99

0.007 114.98

0.006 96.78

0.006 107.76

0.æ6 9s.26

0.006 101.5s

0.006 97.06

0,007 97.43

0.006 92.rô
0.008 86.92

Q
"22

0.423 -1 65.30

o.254 -169.85

o.277 -172.87

o.2æ.177.53

0.21 1 -176.00

0.169 -1167.61

0.138 -153.34

0.133 -136.55

0,r55 -125.74

0-190 -120.07

0.250.121.85



General

fhe^sa-mq Precautions which apply to discrete GaAs microwave FETs should be observed
for GaAs MMICs

Normal ESD protection measures must be observed.

No voltages which exceed the maxima recommended in the device data sheet should ever
be applied, even instantaneously. All assembly and test equipment must be constiùc1eà to
observe this very important precãution.

Assembly

Tfesg devices. are supplied with backside metalization for eutectic die attachment. They
can also be attaQhed using a thin layer of epoxy, with an increase in thermal resistance of
approximately 1oc/w. rór optimum perrò?maîce, rhe dgvice shouto oe mounìeà ón ã
carr¡er with reasonable,therm.al conductivity (3.9 w/cm oC), such as copper-tungsten.
Kovar can be substituted, but the nominal gain decreaôes by t.S de.

Thermosonic we_dge or ball bonding wire up to 1.3 mil in diameter has been used
successfully on GaAs MMICs^with epoxy die attach. The same equipment and bondinq
parameters used on discrete GaAs microwave FETs will generally pròvibe reliable bonds tò
9+.t- Yylç!.- loi qpoxy die-attached devices, thermósonjc bijno¡ng wìrr-õráiñãrily-oà
iequ¡red to keep the stage temperature below the glass transition tempeãture of the eóo*v.
H¡gh-pur¡ty gold wire with 2-5 percent elongation añd l-mil (2S micron's) or smailer diametér
is recommended.

Lonq-Term Storaoe

Pacific Monolithics' GaAs MMICs are fabricated with a high-integrity, gotd-based
metalization system, and are glassivated for further environmentalîroteciorl.' ño srrelt-tiré
problems have been observed, provided.that th.e maximum passive storage temperature ¡s
not exceeded and the devices are stored in ordinary clean-room cond¡tion"s. fnácultõmei
may wish to store them in a desiccator purged with ólean, dry nitrogen as added proieciion-.

Absolute Maxímum Ratings

Handling, Assembly and Storage Recommendat¡ons
For Pacific Monolithics GaAs MMtG Die
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Voc
t1

t2

V64¡¡¡ max

V6¡¡¡ min

PACgFIC M@NO8.ÍT[-gåC5
245 santa Ana courr, Sunnyvale, cA 94086 @ TWX 510-6a0.]726 ø (408) 732-8000

10v
120 mA

160 mA

+2Y
-5V



A "Y-factor" approach is used where two output noise powers are required to

determine the antenna temperature. The Y-factor is the ratio of output noise powers due to

two different input noise temperatures [82]. The block diagram is given in Figure AV-1.

Noise Temperature Measurement Frocedure

Appendix V :

F*

+'-,
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Figure AV-1 : Block diagram of noise temperature measurement.

. P1 - G(Tunr+Tr)"P,

To control the environment temperature of the antenna, the antenna is placed in a

shielded box lined with black absorber. The temperature within the chamber is monitored to

ensure a uniform temperatur€, Tcham. Under these conditions, the walls should emit a

constant radiation brightness as discussed in [83]. The chamber is consm¡cted such that

the antenna is not loaded. This has been verified by measuring the return loss parameter of

the antenna in and out of the chamber. Minimal variation was observed as shown for a

passive antenna as well as the active antenna (Figure 4.21). The measurement equipment

set-up for Figure AV- 1 is given in Figure AV -2.

ProG(Tant+Ts)

PrcrG(Tref+Ts)

(1)



Shielded Chamber

Coupler

+".,

I

I

I

LNA I

Figure AV-2 : Experimental set-up for antenna noise measurement.

The measurement procedure is presented below :

1. Calibrate at plane A

I

I

I

I

plane B

Noise Figure Meter
HP 89708

2. Measure noise temp. at plane B to determine Tr.

3. Connect reference (noise source) at plane B to measure noise power with source

either on (special fcn.9.2) oroff (special fcn.9.1). This will be used forP2 in eq'n

(1).

4. Connect antenna to plane B and measure output power. This will be P1 in eq'n

(1).

5. Input the known parameters into eq'n (i) and calculate the unknown parameter,

Tunr.

isolator 
¡

r62

I

I

plane A

TnlXET



Appendix Vn :

Computer Code for Array Simuiations
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c
c
c This Drosram apÞlies Þattern multiplication io
c calculate"the pah'"* oT a phased ariay using
c loopbased tåvelling wave antennas.
c Array grid is rectanguJar.
c
c Variable Library
c
c a - loop radius (m)
c Nx - #'of elments in pos. xdirection
c Nv - # of elements iri pos. v-direction
c thírot, phnot -.directioi of beam pointíng
cK-wavenumDer
c f - centre frequency, f=7.7025 CHz
c dr;dy - centre to centre separation distance (m)
c
c
c

integer Nx,N¿n,m,theta,phi
realih,ph¡,kihnot,phnof,f,w,dx,dy,u,c,b,d
real E-fmagf 18i,361 ),EPmag(1 8i,361),Radint(1 81 361 ),pi,lam
rea I a I p h a x',a I pha y, ReSx, I m3x, ReSy, Im Sy,s u m,d i r
real Rêfth,lmfth,Refph,lmfph,lmoJon,ndmax,n¡ad
real bessjO,bessj '
complex 5x(181,361),Sy(181,361 ),fth(181,361),fph(1 81,361)
comþlex Eth(1 81,361),Eph(181,361 )

L

c Intialize Variables
c

Nx=5
Nv=5
thiot{.0
Dhnot=90.0
lmo=1.0
Ion=1.0
t=7.7025E09
c=3.0E08
oi=3.747592654
ir=4.0*oi*1.0E47
lam=cif
a=0.71'lam
dx=2*a+0.05*lam
dv=2'a+0.05+lam
rí=2'6*otot
k=2.0+dillam
radmúJ.0

c
c theta cut at phinot
c

phi=int(phnot)+1
þtr=tptrriot/360)2o"pi
Pnnot=Pn
ihnot=(f hnotl360.0)20åpi
do 10 theta=-90,90

th=(theta/360.0)20"pi
theta=theta+91

c
c Calculate Array Factor
c

ReSx=0.0
ImSx=0.0
ReSY=O'0
ImSv=0.0
do Z0 m=l,Nx

alphax=-1.0¡k¡dxÞsin(thnot)+cos(phnot)
RêSx=ReSx+lmoocos((m-1 )'(lCdxrsin(th)ocos(ph)+alphax))
ImSx=lmSx+lmo"sin((m-1 )o(kodxésin(th)ocostþhl+alÞtraÐl

20 continue
Sx( theta,phi)=cmplx(ReSx,lmSx)
do 30 n=l,Ny

alphay=-1 .04kÞdy'sin(thnot)'sin(phnot)
RéSyi¡ggy*¡rnÉcos((n-1)*(kndycsin(th)osin(ph)+alphay))
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ImSy=l¡¡gy1¡onosin((n-1)'(kodt'sin(th)'sin(ph)'ialphay))
30 contlnue

Sy(theta,phi)=cmplx(ReSy,lmSy)
c
c Calcu.late Element Pattern
c
c
c theta component
c

b=((-1.0ow"ula) /4.0)'cos(th)*lbessj(2,koa*sin(th))
&+bessj0(koansin(th)))

Refth=b'-1.0'sin(ph-pi /2.0)
I m ft h=b *cos( p h-pi / 2.0)
ft h(theta,phi):crñplx(Reft h,lmft h)

c
c phi component
c

d =((-1:0ow"u'a),/4.0)'(bessj(2,kaa+sin(th))
&+bessi0(k'aËsin(th)))

Ref pfr=d'-1.0*sin(ph)
Im6h=d'cos(ph)'
fph(thaa,phi)implx(Refph,lmfph)

c
c PaHern Multiplication
c

Eth(theta,phi)=fth(thaa,phi)+Sx(theta,phi)áSy(theta,phi)
Eph(thetaiphi)=fph(therá,phi)*Sx(thetá,phi)Sv(theti,phi)
ETmas(théta,phi)=sq*(( REAL(Eth(thetå.phi))).2

&+ (A I À.trA G( Ethth eta, phi ) ) ) "2)
EPmag(theta,phù=sqrt((REAL(Eph(theta,phi)))+?

&+(AI lvlAG (Eph (t heta,þhi)) ) "2)
c
c Radiation Intensity

Radint(theta,phi)=sqrt(ETmag(theta,phi)*2
&+EPmag(thetá,phi)t'2)

if (rad iñt(thetalphi), gt.radmax) then
rad max=radiñt(tháa,phi)

end if
c ETmag(theta,phi)=20+log10(ETmas(theta,phi)/1Þ0
c EPmaÉ(theta,þhi)=20*loÉ10(EPmaË(rheta,þhi)/1)l{

. _l{rile (t') thetå,Ef mag(tñeta,phi),ËPmag(thaa,phi),
&Radint(theta,phi)
theta=theta-91'
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10 continue
c
c C-alculate directi vi ty
c

sum=Ð.0
do 33 theta=l,91

th=(((theta-91)'-1.0) / 3&.0)2.Vpi
n rad =Rad i nt(theta, phi) / rad m ai
sum=sum+nlztd"siri(th)

33 continue
d ir=20'lo g1 0(4" pi / (2' pi" (pi / 90)'su m))
write (3,)"di¡

c
c phi cut at thetanot
c

thnot=(thnot,/(2.0Èpi)).360.0
theta=int(thnot)+1 '
th=(thnot/360)o2.0'pi
thnot=th
do 40 phi=1,360

ph=(phi /3'60.0)?.0'pi
c
c Calculate Array Factor
c

ReSx=0.0
ImSx=0.0
ReSv=o.0
ImS'v=0.0
do l0 m=l,Nx



alphax=-1.0rkúdx.sin(thnot)¿cos(phnot)
RriSx=ReSx+lmo+ccs((m-1 ).(k"d*sin(th)ocos(phÞalphax))
ImSx=lmSx+lmoosin((m-l ).(kódx"sin(th)"costþnl+atþtraxii50 continue

Sx(theta,phi)=cmplx(ReSx,lmSx)
do 60 n=l,Ny

al phay=-1.0'k"dv'sin(thnot)osin(phnot)
RéSyjps5y*¡rnrcos((n-1 ).(kody'sin(thi.sin(ph)+alohav))
ImSy=l¡¡5y*¡on.sin((n-t ).(k"dt'sin(th).sinCpn)+alþtra'yii60 contlnue

. 
SI(theta,phi)=c*01t,**y,lmSy)

c Calculate Element Pattern
c
c
c theta comPonent
c.

- Þ=((-1.Tytu+¿) /4.0)acos(th)'(bessj(2,kia'sin(th))
&+bessi0(k'a'sin(th)))

Reft h=b*-1.0*sin(ph-pi /2.0)
Imft h=b nco 

s( ph-pi / 2.0)
ft h(theta,phi)lcrñplx(Reft h,lmft h)

I phi component

- d=((-1:0"w"u"a) /4.0)*(bessl2,k'aosin(th))
&+bessjO(k"a'sin(th)))

Refph=d*-1.0*sin(ph)
Imôh=docos(ph)'
fph(thaa,ptri)implx(Refph,lmfph)

! Orn"* Multiplication

Eth(theta,phi)=ft h(theta,phi)*Sx(theta.phi)*Sv(thera.ohi)
þh(th*a,phi)=fph(thetá,phi)*Sx(thaä, phi)Sv(thetã,pÉil
ETma g(théta, phi)=sqrt((REAL(Eth(theiå.philli;2

&+(AI l,¡lAG(Erh(rheta,phi))).?)
EPma g(theta,phi)=sôrt((REAL(Eph(thaa,phi)))o?

&+(AIlvf-AG(Eiñ(thetaþhi)) ¡tt:[-- 
r - -' --' - --' r "" "

I oo,unon Intensity

Rad int(theta,phi)=sqrt(ETmas(theta.phi).?
&+EPma g(thetá,phi)n.2)

ETma g'(theta,p'hi)=20"tog1 0(ETmag(theta,phi) / l0it1.13)+26.12

"ËTËå:iifi ¡iÈ:i¿i'#,!üiÉF$:Ë,îf"ll,liff "'73)+2ß12&Radint(thetã,phi)
4[0 continue

stoP
encl
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